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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE LANDSCAPE

1.1.1 Introduction: the archaeological investigation of Stonyhurst College encompassed a
1.30sq km portion of the estate landholding, a smaller (0.75sq km) area of which is
defined by English Heritage as the Registered Park and Garden. The area was split
into separate character area blocks based upon either land-use or location around
Stonyhurst College. The surviving archaeological sites, and their significance, are
described for each of these character areas. (Section 3). A section describing broad
management recommendations and possible further archaeological investigations was
also undertaken (Section 1.3). The walkover survey, conducted by Peter Schofield of
OA North, was undertaken between 22nd-24th October 2014. The present survey
identified 269 archaeological sites within the study area. Site maps (Figures 1-3) and a
full gazetteer of all identified structures, buildings and archaeological earthworks can
be found in Appendix 1.

1.1.2 Objectives: the archaeological survey was required to inform a conservation plan for
the Stonyhurst estate, to sensitively enable the management of the estate, and to
facilitate any future developments that may impact on archaeological remains. The
archaeological investigation identified and recorded extant structures, buildings and
archaeological on the landholding through a combination of landscape survey with
reference to historic mapping and both modern aerial photography and LiDAR
mapping.

1.1.3 Archaeological Potential: each character area has a suite of surviving archaeological
remains. The identified sites include upstanding buildings, parkland, garden and
agricultural structures/furniture as well as visible earthwork features. Further
investigation, including detailed recording, of many of the sites would be desirable, in
particular if there was to be development on or adjacent to them. There is, however,
archaeological potential for further, as yet, undefined sub-surface archaeological
remains in the character areas. Some demolished/ploughed-out sites have been
identified purely through the analysis of relevant historic mapping of the estate, and it
is in these areas, in particular, that there may be greater potential for surviving sub-
surface archaeological remains.
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2. DOCUMENTED  LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT

2.1 MAP REGRESSION

2.1.1 In advance of the field survey a map regression was implemented to show how the
landscape developed over time and served to inform the field survey. The map
regression describes the estate from the earliest map (Speed 1610) through to the
present.

2.1.2 Post-medieval and eighteenth century county maps and estate plans: on Speede’s
map of 1610, Stonyhurst was depicted as a Park surrounded by a ‘pale’ with an
associated house, larger than Salmesbury with its Hall but not as large as Radholme
Deer Park to the North. But by 1786, on Yate’s county map, even on this small-scale
map, Stonyhurst was dominating the landscape as a substantial building approached
by a great Avenue, with a large enclosed Park on its west side and to the east, the
Weld family lands. Hurst Green the village, now on the southern end of the Avenue,
was not depicted or labelled.

Plate 1:  Speede’s map of 1610

2.1.3 There are two earlier large–scale plans of the Stonyhurst estate, the earlier dated to
1733 and created for the Duchess Dowager of Norfolk by Joseph Dickinson.
Stonyhurst Estate has a large version, perhaps the original map, and a smaller later
copy although this latter was undated; in addition Lancashire Archives has a clear,
stylised and reduced copy of field outlines and names (LA P/90/1). The second plan
was commissioned by Edward Weld in 1774, drawn up by John Sparrow and is now in
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book form (LA DDX 59) comprising smaller fold-out maps and accompanying
schedules.

2.1.4 On both plans of 1733 and 1774 the buildings of Stonyhurst are clearly depicted with a
linear formal garden leading to the south-west and adjoining the Avenue. The formal
garden was split into three narrow sections perhaps by a path going through two
formal beds or canals on either side. On the much later stylised copy of the fields and
names these were labelled ‘canales’. The Avenue on both the 1733 and 1774 plans
was bordered on each side by a narrow strip of woodland and ended by the boundary
for a narrow north-west / south-east aligned croft. The actual coach or cart access to
the Avenue was on its south side via a diagonal path or track to the common field at
Hurst Green.

2.1.5 To the north-west or north of the Avenue, the 1733 plan depicts two fields parallel and
alongside the whole of the Avenue; the larger field to the north was known as Connay
Field with the smaller southern field being called Coppy. By 1774 the larger field had
been split into two with both parts being known as Connay Field. These are
rectangular fields with their north-western boundary parallel to the Avenue and it was
on this northern boundary that the enclosed areas, bounded by narrow belts of
woodland, known as Low Park and beyond that High Park were located. They relate to
the location depicted in the post-medieval map of 1610 by Speede and may have
originally formed a large medieval deer park dedicated to the breeding of deer for
hunting in the nearby forests (Neil and Thurnhill 2013, 14).

Plate 2: Detail of the 1733 estate map

2.1.6 The eighteenth century plans showed that Low Park was demarcated on its west side
by a north-south tribituary flowing into Dean Brook; High Park was bordered on its
south side by Dean Brook. Both these streams are lined by woodland and form
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effective boundaries. The field named Hill of Free Hey lay to the south-west and is of
interest as the word Hey may refer to the Saxon word for deer park and then later for a
hedge or fence, with Free meaning outside the Park, but the Free Hey may also refer
to ‘heyning’ when during the time that deer might be giving birth, domestic stock were
removed from the park to allow more pasture for the deer. This fieldname may be a
reference to the park’s medieval use as a deer park (op cit, 9). However other field
names to the south-west of Low Park, Ox Hey and Calf Park and a field named Bull
Ridding to the north of Stoneyhurst, may also attest to the use of the land as a vaccary
(op cit, 14). Vaccaries were to be found alongside deer parks within the forests: the
cattle would feed on the rough grass whereas the deer ‘nibbled’ more widely (Higham
207, 166).

2.1.7 The eighteenth century plans did not show the detail of the Low Park and High Park
boundaries or whether the landscape lent itself to being a natural boundary (apart from
the two streams) or whether there had been paling or a fence. The 1818 map by
Greenwood did seem to indicate a walled enclosure (HER PRN 5095). Other features
of a deer park that were to be found on the park boundaries, for instance, deer leaps,
off-sets, traps or stock funnels (Neil and Thurnhill 2013, 47-9) are not noted on the
larger scale plans of 1733 or 1774 except for three sharp angles shaped in the southern
boundaries of High and Low Park. These may have been indicative of the need to
corral deer or perhaps other stock, although such angular boundaries were unusual for
a Deer Park which was usually curvilinear or elliptical in shape (op cit, 9).
Stockbridge and the cottages on the northern edge of Low Park may also be of interest
as the field to the west of the Bridge formed a shape perhaps indicating a stock-funnel
forwarding animals to the bridge or crossing over Dean Brook at that point.

2.1.8 High Park was evidently orginally bordered on the moor as the fields on the outer side
of this boundary are suffixed by –moor. Both the 1733 and 1774 plans showed that to
the north of the High Park and Low Park were a series of small, irregular, curvilinear
fields with names relating to pastoral farming and the upland hills, such as Higher
Meadow, Lower Field, New Meadow, Paddock, Barn Field. It is interesting to note
that the names of the fields do not seem to relate to names often associated with deer
parks such as laund, gate, pale, or fence (op cit, 16-7). The pastoral names of the fields
and meadows at Stonyhurst in addition to the names Ox Hey, Calf Park and Bull
Ridding mentioned above may well relate to an earlier medieval use of the lands as a
vaccary.

2.1.9 The 1733 plan has ‘Green Hurst Hill’ marked within Low Park perhaps referring to an
early medieval usage of the term ‘green’ meaning an area cleared of trees. The 1774
plan shows a clump of trees in each of the parks: the one in Low Park is now known as
Park Clump in the modern golf-course (Site 86). No buildings were depicted in either
of the parks in these eighteenth century plans.

2.1.10 The cottages at Stockbridge on the northern edge of the original Low Park were
marked on both the 1733 and 1774 plans. Stock Bridge itself is on Dean Brook north-
west of the cottages. Stockbridge means ‘the place by the causeway’ or ‘a timber
footbridge’ maybe referring to a crossing place of the stream or perhaps for a crossing
over the boundary of the medieval park or vaccary for the stock. The shape of the land
between the road, the stream and the bridge itself is also of interest perhaps being
deliberately used to funnel stock towards the bridge or crossing (op cit, 9). The
buildings at Stockbridge Cottages certainly seem to have early origins.
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2.1.11 North and East of the Stonyhurst buildings, the 1733 and 1774 plans show a field
called Back Ponds within which was depicted an irregular but rectangular pond
perhaps the northern part of a moat. This may be evidence for an earlier Hall protected
or defined by a moat possibly relating to a building built prior to the existing West
Front buildings of c1592.

2.1.12 Both these plans also mark, east of Low Park and of Connay Field and  immediately
adjacent to the formal gardens above the Avenue at Stoneyhurst, Dog Kennel Field
perhaps referring either to the need for working dogs in this pastoral economy or to
their role in hunting. This field does not seem to be part of Low Park during this
period (as shown by the Greenwood’s map of 1818 and Hennet’s map of 1829), but
was incorporated into Stonyhurst Park possibly between 1829 and 1847 when the OS
map showed that the boundaries of Dog Kennel Field had been removed.

2.1.13 The eighteenth century plans showed that, to the east and south of the Stonyhurst
buildings and Avenue, were two areas of woodland Loach Field Wood and Fox Fall
Wood (with its pond) and a series of fields and meadows. Close to the house and
gardens was Dove Coat Field, a clearing in Loach Field Wood, with associated
buildings and a yard at its west end (this farm was later to develop as Hall Barns).
These fields and meadows extended as far south as the very large field belonging to
Hurst Green known in the 1774 schedule and plan as Commons that is the common
field. Within this was a large oval field called the Warren and school house (HER
PRN 2867). The shape of the Warren can still be discerned in the land-holdings on the
current OS map with Bilsberry Cottages in its centre.

2.1.14 The 1774 plan showed that the south-eastern edge of Hurst Green Commons was
occupied by around ten small plots probably for houses and barns (around twelve
buildings are marked) with their long-fields behind them; these perhaps reflect the
pattern of the medieval land-holdings. These plots were less evident on the other three
sides of the Green. The current map shows that modern development has more or less
covered the west side of Hurst Green but it may still be possible to discern the eastern
edge of the Commons field along the road to Dilworth House, past the modern school
and towards Timothy House/Farm.
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Plate 3: 1774 Estate Map for Edward Weld

2.1.15 To the west of Hurst Green Commons and west of the Avenue for Stonyhurst lay a
road or track going north-westwards towards the east end of Longridge Fell and Dean
Brook. The 1774 plan shows Boze Bank (this was not at all clear on the 1733 plan):
the accompanying schedule indicates that Boze Bank comprised a house, croft and
mill held by three men, perhaps a collaborative business, as mills were expensive to
build and maintain. This area was not covered by the plans of the early nineteenth
century, thus the development of the mill is hard to track, but by 1847 there were two
bobbin mills opposite Hurst Green.

2.1.16 Early nineteenth century county maps and estate plans:  the early nineteenth century
maps included the county maps drawn up by Greenwood in 1818 and Hennet in 1829.
However there is an earlier plan dated to 1815 (Lancashire Archives P/90/3) which
showed the fields and their names to the west, north and east of the Stonyhurst
buildings and Avenue. This plan was less detailed but very similar to the landscape of
1774 drawn up for Edward Weld, with few indications of difference or development
of the fields or buildings (which had been occupied by the Jesuits since 1794). The
delineation between Low Park and High Park was still clearly shown by the north-
south tribituary to Dean Brook flanked by a narrow belt of woodland. The northern
edge of the parks still had fields adjacent which were south of the road leading north-
westwards from the Stonyhurst buildings and past the Stockbridge Cottages. To the
east of Stonyhurst buildings the fields appear to follow the same configuration as in
1774, with the exception of High Long Meadow which has been split into three parts.
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The area of Hurst Green and to the south-west of the Avenue has not been depicted on
this plan.

2.1.17 The later 1818 and 1829 maps show the significance of the Avenue and the stature of
the building at Stoneyhurst; they also detail the complexity of the access roads west
and north of Stonyhurst, perhaps indicating the developing settlement around the
Stockbridge and Woodfields farmsteads or hamlets. South of Hurst Green there was
also a more developed road system circling the Commons field. The 1829 map labels
the buildings as Stonyhurst College.

2.1.18 First edition OS 1:10560 map of 1847: the OS map of 1847 records the changes to
the landscape around Stonyhurst College after the arrival of the Jesuits in 1794. The
three fields aligned north-west of the Avenue may have still been separate from Lower
Stonehurst Park (this was not very clear), but it is apparent that Dog Kennel Field to
the north-west of the canals and the smaller irregular fields south of the Stockbridge to
Woodfields road had been subsumed into the Park. The roads from Stockbridge to the
College and to Woodfields and cutting across the west edge of Dog Kennel Field,
depicted on the 1774 plan and the county map of 1818, were still present in 1847. A
new route along the north side of the College up to the Woodfields road seems to have
been established, skirting the west of the plantation and the new Seminary grounds
north-east of the Hall. The Seminary and its gardens occupied the area previously
known as the Plantation and maybe included the edges of Harry Meadow, south of the
Woodfields road. The three Green Fields of the 1774 map were left intact, except
where the 1847 map had a track bisecting the westernmost Green Field going between
the Stoneyhurst Farm and Woodfields.

2.1.19 The large pond, depicted on the 1847 map south-west of the Seminary was possibly
where Back Ponds was, and land to the south of this appears to have been
undeveloped, perhaps allowing potential for archaeological remains of a moated
house, if Back Ponds did indeed represent half a moat.

2.1.20 The 1847 map also showed how the magnificent Avenue and formal gardens flanked
by ‘canals’ were enhanced by the refurbishment of the Stonyhurst buildings. To the
south-east of the main buildings, now formed round three quadrangles, was a large
area named the Playground or Ball Park and to the south-east again were more formal
gardens with a Bowling Green, Observatory and summer houses.
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Plate 4: Ordnance Survey first edition 1:10,560 map (1847)

2.1.21 Adjoining this again on the south-east edge was a field, the new track to Woodfields,
and the west end of Dove Coat Field where there were farmbuildings and farmyard
(now Hall Barns). The 1774 plan had depicted one large and three smaller buildings in
this yard, but by 1847 there was one additional long rectangular building lying parallel
to the original larger rectangular building. The configuration of these buildings in
1847 has not changed since and is just the same on the current map. Additionally,
sometime before 1847 a new corn mill had been erected in the north-east corner of
Fox Fall Wood on the eastern edge outside the Avenue, (where Hop Garth was on the
1774 plan). The development of the farm (and the track going directly to the farm at
Woodfields) was probably essential for catering for the increased number of residents
at Stonyhurst.

2.1.22 To the south and east of the Avenue the pattern of fields was very similar to that of the
1774 plan: prior to the 1847 map two tracks were formalised; these extended from
Corn mill and the Farm buildings at Stonyhurst, joining and passing the southern edge
of Fox Fall Wood before going on to the northern edge of Hurst Green, where were
perhaps three properties fronting the Green, and the access road to the Avenue. Within
Hurst Green the area of the Warren was wooded over by 1847, and the school and
Timothy House on the eastern edge of Hurst Green were the main buildings. South
and west of Hurst Green was much more developed, probably because of the
economic impact of the College, with buildings such as Club House, a Stone Cross,
and three inns. The 1847 map showed that along Dean Brook there was a mill pond,
two bobbin mills, a corresponding row of cottages, a mill-race and to the north a
sandstone quarry, and then Sandy Bridge. Another quarry, named old Quarry, was
marked adjacent to the new Roman Catholic Chapel and graveyard on the south-west
side of the Avenue end.

2.1.23 The OS 1:2,500 edition maps of 1894, 1912 and 1932: the OS 1894 map showed that
the Lower Stonyhurst Park of 1847 was renamed as Stonyhurst Park, implying
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changes to the occupation and use of both Parks. On the western edge of Stonyhurst
Park was what appeared to be a new building on the 1894 map (and not on the 1847
map) labelled Lower Deer House (although there was a Higher Deer House in Higher
Stonehurst Park on the 1847 map). There still appeared to be a division between the
fields north-west of the Avenue and the actual Park, although the fields may well have
comprised parkland. By 1894 a cricket ground had been founded immediately adjacent
to the Avenue and in 1912 next to this was a football pitch, with another playing field
on the south-east side of the Avenue. To the west and north of the College there
appears to be no landscape changes between 1847 and 1894, except for a new field
boundary east of Stockbridge Cottages. There was also new building work at
Stockbridge Cottages where there appeared to be gardens and perhaps the remodelling
of previous farm buildings. There was further building and a new plot at Jud Falls,
where the Jud Fields were in 1774. In addition, by 1894 Woodfields appears to have
developed into a small hamlet of around five houses plus the farm and barn. Just as the
population had increased in Hurst Green in the period up to 1847, similarly there was
a greater number of residences to the west and north of the College by 1894 (albeit
with little change in the period to 1912).

Plate 5:  Ordnance Survey second edition 1:2,500 map (1894)

2.1.24 The OS map of 1894 showed some slight changes to the buildings and gardens around
Stonyhurst College. The Seminary, on the 1894 map, named as St. Mary’s Hall, had
been extended into a longer building but was still within its own grounds and gardens.
A second observatory was marked to the south of St Mary’s Hall. However there was
no indication of the pond (thought to be on the site of a half-moat as indicated by Back
Ponds in 1774 and 1733). An extension, shown on the 1894 map, at the north-east
edge of the College, had meant that a new, or re-sited, enclosing wall going
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southwards encompassed extra land to the east of the Playground or Ball Park and had
also added a triangular piece of ground to the east of the formal gardens. The piece of
land between the formal gardens and the farm buildings to the south (now labelled
Hall Barns) was developed as the Kitchen gardens including glasshouses on the east
side of this plot. There seems to have been no change to the configuration of buildings
at the Farm between 1847 and 1894.

2.1.25 It is interesting to note that in 1894 new technologies had been incorporated as
demonstrated by the Gas works on the north edge of Loach Field Wood and in 1912
there were two sewage works in Loach Field Wood. The buildings of the Stonyhurst
Corn Mill appear also to have been developed between 1847 and 1894, but remained
unchanged on the 1912 and 1932 maps.

Plate 6:  Ordnance Survey third edition 1:2,500 map (1932)

2.1.26 The pond in Fox Fall Wood was not marked on the 1894 map. The bulbous loop of
land east of Fox Fall Wood was labelled as a Recreation Ground. The fields in the area
between Fox Fall Wood and Hurst Green appeared to be the same on the south and
east side of the 1847 track / footpath from the Fox Fall Wood to Hurst Green. To the
north of this track, by 1894, the land seems to have been unfenced and cleared
probably for the playing fields as seen on the maps post-dating 1912.

2.1.27 At Hurst Green, the Warren showed some housing on the east side; this was unclear
on the 1894 map but well defined on the 1912 map (with further development of the
Warren area on the 1932 map). The village of Hurst Green showed more development
on the west side as by 1894 both bobbin mills were in disuse (although the 1912 map
showed the re-opening of the bobbin mill to the north), with at least two new
properties Dean Farm and Quality Row. To the north, at the south-western end of the
Avenue was Avenue Farm. And further north, the sandstone quarry was still in use
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according to the 1894 and 1912 maps; the quarry was shown, but not labelled on the
1932 map. The Roman Catholic Chapel and burial ground of 1847 was now known, in
1894, as a Mortuary chapel with its burial ground.

2.1.28 There was very little difference between the 1912 and 1932 maps, both being revisions
of the 1894 survey. Hurst Green was further developed on the 1932 map with the
Warren area having more housing and the area between the north-south road and Dean
Brook being built on.

2.1.29 OS 1:10,560 edition map of 1956; the OS 1:10,000 edition map of 1972 and the
current OS map: the OS map of 1956 showed that the Avenue was now flanked by
three football grounds, two on its north edge and one to the south. The canals at the
north-east end of the Avenue were labelled fish ponds. Stonyhurst Park and
Stockbridge Cottages appear unchanged. There were possibly two new properties
fronting the road east of what used to be Dog Kennel Field and an additional three
new houses on the west side of Woodfields. The buildings at Stonyhurst College had
been remodelled but appear to be on the same footprint as in the earlier periods. The
gardens and kitchen gardens show the same formal lay-out. The Gas works at the
north-west corner of Loach Field Woods was marked as Keeper’s Cottage on the 1972
OS map and the current OS map.

2.1.30 To the south of Stonyhurst College are Fox Fall Wood, and the Recreation grounds to
the east, and south of the wood, the playing fields and Mortuary Chapel. Hurst Green
was still centred on the original Commons green and the Warren was still discernible
with the west side more built upon than the eastern part where Timothy House and the
Schools are. The west side of Hurst Green and the area between the north-south road
and Dean Brook were intensely developed in the period between 1932 and 1956 with
housing as far north as the disused mill. Further north the Old Mill Race was marked
and Avenue Farm to the east.

2.2 L IDAR M APPING

2.2.1 Partial coverage of LiDAR DTM mapping was available for the property at 2m
resolution, and in our experience this level of resolution is generally not acceptable for
the identification of subtle earthwork features but can identify more substantial
features. Where there was coverage the mapping did highlight more extensive
earthworks such as the playing fields, tree belts and avenue. Smaller features such as
some ponds and quarries were also highlighted, as well as the extensive field-system
containing broad ridge and furrow cultivation (Site 96) that survives within the walled
deer park.

2.3 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

2.3.1 Inspection of relevant aerial photography was primarily limited to those low-level
oblique photos that were held within the Lancashire HER for individual archaeological
sites. In addition the 1940s, 1960s and modern epocs of vertical aerial photography
held by Lancashire County Council on the Mario website were also consulted, as well
as modern aerial photographic epocs produced though Google Earth.

2.3.2 The relevant oblique aerial photographs (PRN9101 4c25-29 and 293-4) revealed
detailed representations of the complex of features consisting of the field-system and
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patches of both broad and narrow ridge and furrow cultivation that were located in the
southern  end of the deer park (Site 96). The cropmark of the putative moated manor
site and/or fish  pond (Site 220) was partially evident on the Google Earth imagery but
could not be seen on any other aerial photography.
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3.  ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE BY CHARACTER AREA

3.1 THE CHARACTER AREAS

3.1.1 Character Area 1 – Gardens: this area contains 4.14 hectares including the entirety of
the late seventeenth/eighteenth century walled formal gardens laid out on the south
side of the original Shireburn Hall, by Sir Nicholas Shireburn. These were remodelled
and extended in the nineteenth century to create a playground area adjacent to the
south side of Stonyhurst College. The area contains no fewer than twelve listed
buildings or structures, consisting of: a pair of pavilions (Site 179: Plate 7); the old
observatory (Site 178: Plate 8); a pond with statue (Sites 180-1; Plate 9); several gate
piers and walls (Sites 37, 144, 152, 216 and 228; Plate 10); a pair of ecclesiastical
statuary (Sites 184-5); a font (Site 186); and several flights of steps (Sites 166 and
182-3). There are, however, other structural elements and early formal plantings
within the area, particular in the two surviving parterres, which are also equally
worthy of protection.

Plate 7: One of the pair of pavilions (Site 179)
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Plate 8: The old observatory (Site 178)

Plate 9: The fish pond and statue (Sites 180-1)
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Plate 10: External view of the western formal garden wall (Site 249)

3.1.2 The most important non-Listed features to come to light during the present
investigation include the surviving earthworks of two parterres (Sites 188, 189, 196
and 239) and the ‘dark walk’ veteran yew tree planting (Site 200; Plate 11) which is
most likely to be relict original yew hedging. Other garden furniture, in particular the
rest of the outer garden wall, gateways, and other unlisted flights of steps are notable
and worthy of protection, as is the domed observatory (Site 171; Plate 12).

Plate 11: The ‘dark walk’ yew tree hedge (Site 200)
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Plate 12: The domed observatory (Site 171)

3.1.3 The north-western end of the walled garden was modified and was extended to the
north-east during the nineteenth century to create a cleared area for use as a
playground. The two handball walls are key features associated with the school use of
the north side of the earlier garden as a playground (Sites 155 and 166; Plate 13). At
present it is uncertain how any landscaping or levelling in this area during the
playground redevelopment had affected the survival of sub-surface archaeological
remains. It is possible that any archaeological evidence has been completely truncated
if the ground had been dug out to level the parterres flat, with spoil being used to form
the raised north-east extension (Site 163). Equally, evidence for the removed parterres
and east garden wall (Site 238), depicted on the 1733 estate map, may survive as sub-
surface features if less drastic development had occurred.
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Plate 13: One of the pair of handball walls (Site 160)

3.1.4 Character Area 2 – Gatehouse Forecourt and The Lions: this character area contains
the 0.26 hectares of forecourt consisting of small gardens at the east end of the avenue
to the West Front of Stonyhurst College. It has one listed building including the gate
piers and walls (Sites 37 and 144) that continues south around the west and south sides
of St Peter’s Church. There is a pair of lawns flanking the eastern end of the main
avenue where it passes through the gate piers (Site 145). The northern end of the plot
consists of a small sunken rose garden with statuary located adjacent to the infirmary
building (Sites 146-7; Plate 14).

Plate 14: The infirmary rose garden (Site 146)
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3.1.5 Character Area 3 – The Avenue and the Canals: this area contains 14.67 hectares of
land containing the main avenue (Site 36; Plate 15). It has a cleared north-east/south-
west vista looking south-west out from Stonyhurst College, and it has clear
unobstructed views between it and the Lady Statue mound on the south-west end (Site
58; Plate 16). The Lady Statue is a late nineteenth century formal feature associated
with the College rather than when the original layout of the avenue was constructed.
The avenue has improved pasture fields flanking a metalled road (Site 36). There are
formal tree shelter belts with well-defined boundary banks on both sides of the avenue
(Sites 44 and 64) which are depicted on the 1733 estate map. There is a later shelter
belt on the south-west end of the avenue where it turns towards Hurst Green village
(Site 63), although this has no historic boundaries around it. At the turn in the avenue
there is a large boundary marker stone of unknown date (Site 57; Plate 17) which is
depicted on the early OS mapping (dated 1847). The south-west end of the estate is
defined where the avenue leaves the property on the north side of Hurst Green village,
by a damaged formal gateway (Site 61; Plate 18) between estate cottages (Sites 60 and
62). The western cottages, dated 1821, are Grade II Listed Buildings (Site 60).

Plate 15: The main avenue leading to Stonyhurst College (Site 36)
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Plate 16: The Lady Statue mound (Site 58)

Plate 17: Boundary marker stone (Site 57) at the turn of the south-western end of the
main avenue (Site 36)
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Plate 18: The damaged southern estate entrance gateway (Site 61)

3.1.6 The north-eastern end of the avenue is flanked by two elaborate rectangular formal
canals (Sites 31 and 69; Plate 19). The canals, locally known as the infirmary pond
(north) and mill pond (south), are dated to 1696 and contain several inflow and
outflow points (Plate 20). The stone fabric of both the formal canals, as well as the
walled retaining ramp on the sides of the avenue at the canals (Sites 33 and 72), are
actively deteriorating and need remedial repair (Plates 21 and 22). The south-west and
north-east ends of the formal canals are each defined by an iron railing fence (Site 43;
Plate 23) and stone retaining walls flanking the road in front of the hall (Sites 32 and
71).

Plate 19: The canal called ‘mill pond’ (Site 31)
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Plate 20: Outflow sluice housing/pipe (Site 38) on the south side of ‘mill pond’ (Site
31)

Plate 21: Damage to the stone edging of the ‘mill pond’ (Site 31)
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Plate 22: Ramped retaining wall (Site 33) on the south side of the main avenue by the
‘mill pond’ (Site 36)

Plate 23: The iron railings located to the south of the ornamental canals (Site 43)

3.1.7 Character Area 4 – Back of School: this area contains 2.25 hectares of land
immediately adjacent to the north side of Stonyhurst College. The area has been
heavily redeveloped over recent years with the construction of extensive new
buildings, sports grounds and associated infrastructure. Extant sites are limited to
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nineteenth and twentieth century structures. These include the curvilinear drive
skirting the north of the college (Site 245) with formal gateways (Sites 118-9; Plate
24), and an early-twentieth century lodge house (Sites 117) on the eastern end side of
the drive. There is a group of three extant stone outbuildings in the area (Sites 121-3)
that would have functioned as service buildings such as stables, and are probably of
lesser importance.

Plate 24: The eastern estate entrance gateway (Site 118)

3.1.8 There is the potential for surviving sub-surface archaeological remains of two discrete
buildings, of unknown function, depicted on this side of the college as depicted on the
OS map of 1894 (Sites 243 and 251).

3.1.9 Character Area 5 – St Mary’s: this area consists of 5.2 hectares of land surrounding
St Mary’s Hall on the north-east side of the property. Potential early archaeological
sites include a small fragment of possible medieval-period broad ridge and furrow
cultivation earthworks (Site 124) and the pathway between the college and St Mary’s
Hall, which is a route defined on the 1733 estate map (Site 229).

3.1.10 The surviving related designed elements within the area are associated with the small
Victorian formal garden located on the south-east side of St Mary’s Hall (Site 137;
Plate 25). There is a terrace with flight of steps adjacent to the hall (Sites 134 and
136), a sundial and urns (Sites 135 and 138; Plate 26), a well (Site 227; Plate 27), and
the site of an observatory (Site 140).
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Plate 25: Victorian garden at St Mary’s Hall (Site 137)

Plate 26: Sundial at St Mary’s Hall (Site 135)
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Plate 27: The ornamental well at St Mary’s Hall which was first depicted on the OS
1st edition map, but which has been recently repointed (Site 227)

3.1.11 There are other disparate archaeological sites/structures in the area, including
surviving earthworks (Site 128) that are associated with the largely extended tennis
court building (Site 130) located to the west of the hall, and an area of screening trees
to the north (Site 132). Other designed elements, or garden features, include the screen
wall and gate piers on the north-west elevation of the hall (Site 129), a sarcophagus
and gate piers (Sites 130 and 125-126; Plate 28). In addition, at the north-east corner
of the property, is the old post office building (Site 142), with an 1824 datestone.
There is also the potential for surviving sub-surface archaeological remains of several
discrete buildings depicted on this side of the college on the historic Ordnance Survey
mapping (Sites 252-254).

Plate 28: Stone sarcophagus (Site 130)
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3.1.12 Character Area 6 – Harry Meadow: the area comprises pasture land and is 2.49
hectares in extent. The eastern part of the area has been redeveloped recently with the
hockey pitches, a car park and a covered reservoir/pumping station. No definitive
archaeological sites were recorded in this area during the present survey. A possible
piped water route may pass through the area from the reservoir to the north (Site 240).

3.1.13 Character Area 7 – Outer Wood: the outer wood area contains 5.6 hectares of wooded
land on the northern edge of the study area. It contains several archaeological features
of note albeit mostly of nineteenth/early-twentieth century origin. There is the formal
gateway with gate lodge on the north side of the property (Sites 109 and 110) and the
driveway running north from the college (Site 74). The drive is flanked by woodland
containing boundary bank earthworks (Sites 75-78 and 111), that relate to early field
plots and a drove way depicted on the 1733 estate map. Crow Wood, the woodland in
this area, expanded in the nineteenth century leaving further boundary banks defining
the north and south sides (Sites 115-116 and 120) and it contained a large dammed
reservoir in the centre (Site 113; Plate 29). This was, presumably, originally used as
one of the main water sources for the hall, and a piped route was depicted on the
historic OS mapping (Site 240).

Plate 29: The dammed pond/reservoir located in Crow Wood (Site 113)

3.1.14 There is the potential for surviving sub-surface archaeological remains of a single
discrete building depicted in this area on the 1733 estate map (Site 231).

3.1.15 Character Area 8 – Lion Mill: the area consists of 1.92 hectares of land, that
surrounds the ruinous Lion corn mill (dated c1840), and scrubby woodland to the
south. The extant mill building is a Grade II Listed structure. The area contains extant
mill buildings (Sites 265; Plate 30), the sites of other demolished mill buildings (Site
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258 and 266), a row of mill cottages with an 1810 datestone (Site 264; Plates 31-32),
with gardens behind (Site 267; Plate 30). The mill cottages are on the site of a linear
building named as a ‘thrashing mill’ and ‘bone mill’ on an undated plan of Stonyhurst
College of c.1810. Further investigation would be needed to establish the extent to
which the cottages’ structure incorporates fabric from a former mill.

Plate 30: The derelict mill and cottage gardens (Sites 265 and 267)

Plate 31: Mill cottage range from the north-west (Site 264)
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Plate 32: a datestone on the south end of the mill cottage range (Site 264)

3.1.16 There is some evidence for the water management system for the mill. A large stone
wall defines the northern end of the mill plot (Site 41; Plate 33), and here there are
outflows running from the formal canals, which would have supplied the water for
motive power on the site (Sites 40 and 42; Plates 34-35). There is evidence for a
bypass channel and/or the tailrace running south from the corn mill (Site 248).

Plate 33: A stone retaining wall between the mill pond (Site 41) and the corn mill (Site
265)
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Plate 34: An outflow pipe (Site 39) running from the mill pond (Site 31) and located at
the base of a large wall near the corn mill (Site 41)

Plate 35: Overflow cascade with modern pipe (Site 42) located beneath the mill pond
(Site 31).

3.1.17 The area also contains the now wooded field to the south-east of the corn mill. This
was depicted as ‘Hey Garth’ on the 1733 estate map and remained an open field until
the mid-twentieth century. There is the potential for surviving sub-surface
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archaeological remains for a single building depicted in the plot on the 1733 estate
map (Site 230). The field plot is partially contained within a post-medieval period
walled enclosure (Sites 4 and 9) and there is an area of relatively late earth dumping
on the north-east side of the plot (Site 257).

3.1.18 Character Area 9 – Parkland: this area contains a single parkland field of 4.74
hectare extent, part of what was called ‘Dog Kennel Field’ on the 1733 estate map.
The field is located immediately north of the infirmary ornamental canal (Site 69) and
contains several surviving parkland features. There is a shelter belt/formal tree
planting running along the northern boundary that was depicted on the 1733 estate
map (Site 66; Plate 36) as well as a loose planting of screening trees on the northern
edge of the north formal pond (Site 30). There is evidence for extant field boundaries
and medieval-period broad ridge and furrow cultivation in this field (Sites 65, 67, 76
and 217); these features defined a ‘Dog Kennel Field’ on the 1733 estate map.

Plate 36: Formal tree planting/shelter belt (Site 66)

3.1.19 Character Area 10 – Kitchen Garden: the area consists of 0.78 hectares of walled
Victorian kitchen gardens (Site 169). They are appended to the south-east corner of the
formal gardens. They contain several features of historic note related to their use as a
functional Victorian kitchen garden, and these are not earlier than the establishment of
the college. The northern end section of the wall (Sites 206 and 213) has a stone
exterior and internal face is of brick construction where it surrounds a gateway (Site
207). This section of wall also has a building scar on it for a demolished structure (part
of Site 260) and south-east of this, the wall continues as a more recent thoroughly
brick-built wall (Site 212). Internally the garden retains structural elements of several
greenhouses (Sites 208-211; Plates 37-38) and the sites of some demolished structures
(Site 260). In addition, there is a twentieth century gardener’s cottage located on the
south end of the garden (Site 214). Three interconnecting sections of walling may have
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originally been constructed as a fruit-growing wall (Sites 203, 206 and 213). Part of it
lay within the earlier formal garden (Site 203).

Plate 37: Ruinous lean-to greenhouse (Site 208)

Plate 38: A derelict greenhouse (Site 209)

3.1.20 Character Area 11 – Back Ponds: this area consists of 1.13 hectares of land defined
as the ‘Back Ponds’ on the 1733 estate map. The most important potential
archaeological site in this area is a probable medieval-period moated manor site
located just east of the college (Site 220; Plate 39). This site at Stonyhurst was
partially depicted as the ‘Back Ponds’ on the 1733 estate map. Rather than being
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constructed primarily as a fish pond, its U-shaped form extant at that period, suggests
it may have represented the eastern half of a moat, which would have surrounded the
manor house. Subsequently the pond has been infilled (a small part is shown on the
OS map of 1847) and the feature now only survives as a cropmark with no earthwork
remains (Plate 39). The site measures roughly 110m square and straddles a boundary
between a playing field and an area of overgrown vegetation running into woodland
on the northern edge (Plate 40). . The ‘Back Ponds’ were recorded in Edward Weld’s
survey of the estate in 1774 along with another area mentioned as the ‘Back Stews’,
these would probably have been medieval stock ponds for controlling the breeding,
growth and harvesting of farmed fish. The management of fish here gives weight to
the site being a medieval manorial complex centred upon a moated site.

3.1.21 If this was the site of a house, it would have been a precursor to the later Shireburn
manorial hall that was presumably rebuilt in a more favourable position to the west
and on a grander scale when defence was no longer of great concern. There is a
similar-sized moated manor site, where the earthworks are still extant, located c2km
down the Ribble Valley to the south-west of the property at Bailey Hall.

Plate 39: Google Earth image of the cropmark south-east corner of the putative moated
manor site (Site 22)
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Plate 40: Scrubby ground containing part of the putative moated manor (Site 220)

3.1.22 Character Area 12 – Coney Sports Field: this area consists the of the heavily
improved field containing playing fields that is depicted as ‘Coney Field’ on the 1733
estate map. The area is 10.44 hectares in extent and is a single pasture field
sandwiched between the main avenue and the Lower Deer Park. The word coney
means rabbit, but there is no surviving evidence of any warren structures in the area,
indeed the estate warren was probably the enclosure marked as such on Hurst Green
common on the 1733 estate map (now Bilsberry Cottages). It has almost ploughed-out
ridge and furrow cultivation (Site 107), a pair of playing fields which are relatively old
(Sites 244 and 249), and a section of scrubby woodland (Site 219). It also has a
dammed pond that would have provided water to the formal canals via a piped route
(Sites 108 and 241; Plate 41).

Plate 41: A dammed pond (Site 108) located on the north side of the northern avenue
shelter belt (Site 64)
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3.1.23 Character Area 13 – Paddock: this area contains a single paddock field located on the
south side of the formal gardens that is 0.6 hectares in extent; the ground cover is
overgrown pasture (Plate 42). The east side of the plot has been subject to extensive
modern earth movement. No surface archaeological features were identified in the plot
and no structures were identified from the historic mapping. The sub-surface
archaeological resource remains undefined. There is the potential for surviving sub-
surface archaeological features due to the plot being located between Stonyhurst
College and Hall Barns, but earth moving may have disturbed such features.

Plate 42: Ground conditions in the Paddock character area

3.1.24 Character Area 14 – Lower Deer Park: this area contains 30.08 hectares of the walled
Lower Deer Park. The area does not contain the entirety of this deer park that instead
continues to the north and west, and is itself attached to the more distant Higher Deer
Park. There are several interesting aspects to the survival of archaeological features
within this section of the Lower Deer Park. There are features associated with its use
as a deer park in the post-medieval period, and, despite its subsequent modern re-use
as a golf course, there are elements of substantial field-systems within it. The
surviving structures and deer park furniture are limited to a well-built park wall (Site
83; Plate 43); only the south-eastern and north-eastern sections of this lay within the
present study area, but it continues west to at least Greengore farm, which was a
possible c1600 hunting lodge. The wall has some coping that overhangs the internal
side of the inside of the park wall that shows that deer were kept within this park. In
the south-eastern corner of the park enclosure is a pair of deer shelter sheds (Site 81;
Plates 44 and 45) and also there is a pond in the middle of the park (Site 85; Plate 46).
This site may have been a constructed parkland feature or was for watering the deer.
There is a single large walled tree clump in the park (Site 86; Plate 47) which is the
only clear sign of formal parkland architecture in this area.
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Plate 43: Fragments of original coping stones on the south-west end of the deer park
wall (Site 83) – the ground level here has been raised for the golf course, and the wall

is much higher on the south side

Plate 44: The heavily buttressed southern end of the deer sheds (Site 81) inserted into
the deer park wall (Site 83).
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Plate 45: Internal layout of the deer sheds (Site 81)

Plate 46: A pond or watering place in the centre of Lower Deer Park (Site 85)
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Plate 47: The circular walled tree clump in Lower Deer Park (Site 86)

3.1.25 It is probable that the park was not kept entirely in a wild state, or at least at some
point the inside of the park was cultivated. The entire south end of the park is covered
in ridge and furrow cultivation and field boundaries (Sites 96 and 106), although their
survival is mixed and often masked by vegetation and the overlying golf course. This
area may contain medieval-period boundaries and cultivation. Further to the north are
some further areas of field boundary and ridge and furrow cultivation (Sites 87-89, 91-
93 and 215); the ridge and furrow here is narrow so was probably post-medieval in
origin. It is important to note that, despite the golf course, the survival of ridge and
furrow is greater here than in almost the entire rest of the property. The ‘Lower Deer
House’ (Site 94; Plate 48) is not a parkland feature as such, but built as a field barn
that was used for storing hay or other crops when the park was cultivated. While it
may have been the site of an earlier lodge or shelter building, there is no surviving
surface evidence for this.
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Plate 48: Field barn named Lower Deer House (Site 94)

3.1.26 Character Area 15 – Barn Field and Pickle Meadow: this area comprises a single
walled field to the east of the Lower Deer Park that is 5.89 hectares in extent. It is
shown as being sub-divided into several pasture plots on the 1733 estate map and
subsequently it has been heavily improved and ploughed. There is a single quarry
scoop evident in the northern end of the field (Site 221).

3.1.27 Character Area 16 – Mill Wood: the area is 6.05 hectares in extent and consists of a
steeply-sided wooded vale to the north of the old bobbin mill in Hurst Green. There is
an extant section of headrace for the mill (Site 232). It also has a large
eighteenth/nineteenth century quarry, known locally as the Sand Rock, that
undoubtedly provided the construction stone for Hurst Green village. There is also a
surviving sunken lane that leads north-west up and through the quarry (Site 101), via a
small bridge (Site 103; Plate 49), up to Greengore Farm (outside the study area). There
are some earthworks on the western edge of the lane near a junction that may point to
the trackway being within part of a ditched boundary that could pre-date the park wall
(Site 98). This evidence is scanty but deserves further investigation to make sure it is
not a section of medieval park pale boundary.
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Plate 49: Bridge at the Sand Rock (Site 103)

3.1.28 Character Area 17 – Mortuary Chapel and Burial Ground: the area is a small 0.98
hectare plot located at the point where the main avenue (Site 36) turns south towards
Hurst Green village. It contains the walled Roman Catholic burial ground with its
chapel of rest (Sites 53 and 223-224). The nineteenth century chapel is a Grade II
Listed Building (Plate 50). There is a small fenced area attached on the east side of the
area, and this contains the quarry that was used to construct the chapel and burial
ground walls (Site 54).

Plate 50: The mortuary chapel (Site 223)
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3.1.29 Character Area 18 – Hurst Green Playing Fields: this area contains the 10.3 hectares
of open farmland located between the main avenue (Site 36) and Hurst Green village.
Much of what had once been improved pasture has now been turned over to playing
fields. Early agricultural or parkland features predating its use by the college are
limited. There is an almost ploughed out drove road (Site 50 and possibly 234) which
would have originally connected Stonyhurst with Hurst Green common (and its
warren?) before the construction of the village. This feature is depicted on the 1733
estate map. There are other fragmentary sections of historic boundary but these are of
uncertain date (Sites 51 and 235).

3.1.30 Character Area 19 – Fox Fall Wood: this area contains 7.93 hectares of woodland,
and the land-use has remained as such since at least the 1733 estate map where it was
first depicted as Fox Fall Wood. There are, however, no obvious managed woodland
trees or veteran parkland trees located in the area. The most important feature
surviving in the wood is a formal dammed pond (Site 3; Plate 51). This is depicted on
the 1733 estate map and may be a relatively early site, associated with hunting or
fishing. Much of the central portion of the wood has large areas of brambles which
precluded more detailed investigation and there is more coniferous planting in the
north, including one area with well-defined planting banks (Site 2). The south-west
boundary of the wood is extant (Site 47) as well as two sections of a large sinuous
earthen boundary on the east side of the wood (Site 6) which is shown on the 1733
estate map but which were subsequently rationalised with a straightened fenced
boundary. There is a collection of small quarry scoops (Site 5) which are probably
associated with the construction of the pond dam, as well as a small section of sub-
divisional boundary, of unknown date (Site 7).

Plate 51: The earthen dam on the west end of the fish pond in Fox Fall Wood (Site 3)

3.1.31 Character Area 20 – Eastern Playing Fields: this area contains the 14.19 hectares of
open farmland located on the east side of the study area. The majority of the area has
been given over to playing fields located north-west and south-west of Hall Barns, and
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they are connected by two lanes running down the eastern edge of the area (Sites 25
and 246). Early agricultural or parkland features predating its use by the college are
limited. There is a trackway leading between the college and Hurst Green on the east
side of Fox Fall Wood (Site 13), and there is a walled enclosure south of Hall Barns
(Site 27). It is sub-divided with a small shelter and has substantial tall walls. The
enclosure may have originally been used to shelter stock deer close to the home farm,
or it provided good shelter for lambing ewes. The area around Fair Field also contains
nineteenth century estate cottages with outbuildings (Sites 18-24 and 256).

3.1.32 Extant features associated with the school include late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
century playing fields and cricket grounds (Sites 45, 16 and 17). The cricket grounds,
which are fenced on the west side (Site 12), have extant cricket pavilions (Site 14 and
26; Plates 52 and 53), as well as an access track (Site 15), gateway (Site 29) and
scoreboard (Site 222). The main pavilion (Plate 52) is a particularly fine example of its
type and was depicted on the OS map of 1894 (Site 14).

Plate 52: The main cricket pavilion (Site 14)
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Plate 53: The smaller corrugated-iron clad cricket pavilion (Site 26)
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  4.  ARCHAEOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

4.1 SUMMARY RESULTS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION

4.1.1 In total the archaeological investigation of Stonyhurst College by OA North identified
269 archaeological sites within the defined study area. The major archaeological
highlights to come out of this process (excepting statutorily listed buildings/structures)
include the following sites:

• Gardens (Character area 1): the survival of early eighteenth century parterres
and formal gardens, including the ‘Dark Walk’ avenue of veteran yew tree
hedge.

• Parkland (Character area 9): the survival of medieval/post-medieval field
boundaries and ridge and furrow cultivation, along with shelter belts and formal
planting.

• Back Ponds (Character area 11): the probable infilled remains of a medieval
moated manor site which was partially shown on the 1733 estate map and
survives as a cropmark feature, seen in air photography. This may be the
precursor to the Shireburn Hall.

• Lower Deer Park (Character area 14): the extant sections of post-medieval deer
park walling with fragmentary remains of overhanging coping stones and the
deer sheds. In addition the substantial fragments of early field system with ridge
and furrow cultivation and the later Park Clump.

• Throughout the estate there is an interconnected, yet poorly understood, water
management system, with surviving canals, reservoirs, dammed ponds, mill
race, corn mill buildings, and other structures, some hidden.

• There is the potential for sub-surface archaeological remains associated with two
separate demolished buildings recorded from the 1733 estate map.

4.1.2 Initial recommendations: the college will need to be particularly aware of these key
archaeological sites when planning any future expansion to the school, and to put in
place robust management proposals to retain the integrity of these features or to
mitigate their loss. The rarity of the formal garden merits a measured survey to record
it in its present form.

4.2 UNDERSTANDING ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

4.2.1 Planning Background and Legislative Framework: national planning policies on the
conservation of the historic environment are set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), which was published by the Department of Communities and
Local Government (DCLG) in March 2012. It sets out the Government’s planning
policy and framework for England, and how these are expected to be implemented. In
determining applications, planning authorities must be able to understand the
significance of any heritage assets affected by a proposed development in order to
assess its impact. This would enable the conservation of ‘heritage assets in a manner
suitable to their significance so that they can be enjoyed for their contribution to the
quality of life of this and future generations’ (op cit, para 17), or else they can be
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recorded ‘and advance understanding of the significance of any heritage assets to be
lost (wholly or in part) in a manner proportionate to their importance and the impact,
and to make this evidence (and any archive generated) publicly accessible’(op cit,
Section 12.141).

4.2.2 Sites of archaeological or cultural heritage significance that are valued components of
the historic environment and merit consideration in planning decisions are grouped as
‘heritage assets’; ‘heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource’, the conservation of
which can bring ‘wider social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits...’
(DCLG 2012, Section 12.126). The policy framework states that the ‘significance of
any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting’ should
be understood in order to assess the potential impact (DCLG 2012, Section 12.128). In
addition to standing remains, heritage assets of archaeological interest can comprise
sub-surface remains and, therefore, assessments should be undertaken for a site that
‘includes or has the potential to include heritage assets with archaeological interest’
(DCLG 2012, Section 12.128).

4.2.3 Assessing the Significance of ‘Heritage Assets’: the general methodology used to
assess the significance and impacts of proposed developments has been derived from
those established in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), Volume 11,
Section 3, Screening, Scoping, Simple and Detailed Assessments, Sections 5.26 – 31
(Highways Agency 2007). English Heritage guidance including ‘The Setting of
Heritage Assets’ (English Heritage 2012), ‘Seeing the History in the View’ (English
Heritage 2011) and ‘Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment’
(English Heritage 2006) were also used to inform data collection and analysis, with
the methodology provided by the DMRB being the most appropriate to enable the
consistent assessment of the differing types of heritage assets within the specific
context of an Environmental Statement.

4.2.4 DMRB 208/07 (Highways Agency 2007), provides separate tables for assessing the
potential importance of archaeological remains and historic buildings. These have
been used to compile the tables below (Tables 1 and 2) below. DMRB does not
indicate where registered parks and gardens should be placed within these tables,
however, registration is a ‘material consideration’ in the planning process, which
means that planning authorities must consider the impact of any proposed
development on the special character of the registered landscapes (English Heritage
2014). National planning policy (DCLG 2012, Section 12.132) also refers specifically
to registered parks and gardens and states that substantial harm to or loss of a grade II
park or garden should be ‘exceptional’ and that substantial harm to or loss of grade I
and II* registered parks and gardens should be ‘wholly exceptional’. This is consistent
with the treatment of Listed Buildings, according to their grading, and, therefore,
Grade I and II* registered parks and gardens might be expected to be attributed High
significance and Grade II registered parks and gardens Medium significance.
However, following consultation with the Conservation Officer, Listed Buildings of
all grades will be assigned High significance as nationally significant structures and
this will also apply to registered parks and gardens.
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Importance of
resources

Equivalent to:

Very High World Heritage Sites (including nominated sites).  Heritage
assets of acknowledged international importance.  Heritage
assets that can contribute significantly to acknowledged
international research objectives.

High Scheduled Monuments. Undesignated assets of schedulable
quality and importance. Heritage assets that can contribute
significantly to acknowledged national research objectives.

Medium Designated or undesignated assets that contribute to regional
research objectives.

Low Designated and undesignated assets of local importance.
Assets compromised by poor preservation and/ or poor
survival of contextual associations. Assets of limited value,
but with potential to contribute to local research objectives.

Negligible Assets with very little or no surviving archaeological interest

Unknown The importance of the resource has not been ascertained

Table 1: Criteria for Assessing the Importance of Heritage Assets of Archaeological
Interest Based upon DMRB table 5.1

Importance of
resources

Equivalent to:

Very High Structures inscribed as of universal importance as World
Heritage Sites.

Other buildings of recognised international importance.

High Scheduled Monuments with standing remains.

Grade I, Grade II*, and Grade II Listed Buildings.

Other listed buildings that can be shown to have exceptional
qualities in their fabric or historical associations not
adequately reflected in the listing grade.

Grade I, Grade II*, and Grade II registered parks and gardens

Conservation Areas of national importance, with buildings
that contribute significantly to its historic character

Undesignated structures of clear national importance.

Medium Historic (unlisted) buildings that can be shown to have
exceptional qualities in their fabric or historical associations.

Conservation Areas of regional or local importance.

Historic Townscape or built-up areas with important historic
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integrity in their buildings, or built settings (e.g. including
street furniture and other structures).

 ‘Locally Listed’ buildings.

Low Historic (unlisted) buildings of modest quality in their fabric
or historical association.

Historic Townscape or built-up areas of limited historic
integrity in their buildings, or built settings (e.g. including
street furniture and other structures).

Negligible Buildings of no architectural or historical note; buildings of
an intrusive character.

Unknown Buildings with some hidden (i.e. inaccessible) potential for
historic significance.

Table 2: Criteria for Assessing the Importance of Heritage Assets of Built Heritage
Interest Based upon DMRB table 6.1

4.2.5 NPPF draws a distinction between designated heritage assets and other remains
considered to be of lesser significance and states that 'great weight’ should be given to
the conservation of designated heritage assets when considering the impact of a
proposed development. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should
be; substantial harm to or loss of a grade II listed building, park or garden should be
exceptional. Substantial harm to or loss of designated heritage assets of the highest
significance, including scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites, battlefields,
grade I and II* listed buildings and grade I and II* registered parks and gardens and
World Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional' (DCLG 2012, Section 12.132).
Therefore, preservation in-situ is the preferred course in relation to such sites unless
exceptional circumstances exist and robust case can be proved.

4.2.6 Non-designated sites will be retained where possible, but as less weight is accorded to
them, preservation by record may be appropriate, in accordance with their significance
and the magnitude of the harm to or loss of the site as a result of development
proposals, to 'avoid or minimise conflict between the heritage asset's conservation and
any aspect of the proposals' (DCLG 2012, Section 12.129). Non-designated heritage
assets of archaeological interest will be subject to the policies reserved for designated
heritage assets if they are of equivalent significance to scheduled monuments (DCLG
2012; Section 12.132).

4.2.7 Colour Coding of Significance: by definition, heritage assets are sites that merit
consideration in planning decisions and, therefore, the effect of proposals on any
heritage assets will need to be considered by the planning authorities. However, in
order to provide an indication of the likely necessity for archaeological mitigation,
should development proposals affect heritage assets, the different levels of
significance have been colour coded on Figures 4 and 5:

• Red: avoid negative impact and preserve in situ. If the negative impact can
be demonstrated to be necessary and planning permission is given, which
would be ‘wholly exceptional’, then the requirement for a high level of
archaeological mitigation should be expected. This might include
archaeological excavation to preserve by record, conservation or restoration
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of standing structures, measures to limit adverse changes to setting of
heritage assets, or offset mitigation measures; (VERY HIGH AND HIGH)

• Amber: Avoid negative impacts where possible and the requirement for
mitigation should be expected; (MEDIUM)

• Light green: The requirement for mitigation is likely; (LOW)

• Green: No action is likely to be necessary; (NEGLIGIBLE)

4.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES AT STONYHURST COLLEGE

4.3.1 This section summarises the archaeological significance for the 269 individual
archaeological sites or heritage assets identified on the property during the present
survey (Appendix 1 and Figs 4-5). The scoring of significance for each individual site
has been attempted for all archaeological sites in the context of colour coding of
significance (Section 4.2.7).

4.3.2 Using the guideline criteria outlined in Tables 1 and 2, and informed professional
judgement, each of the sites listed in the gazetteer has been assessed for significance
as a heritage asset of archaeological interest (Table 3). The information is also
displayed upon Figs 4 and 5.

Site No. Site Type Designation Significance

1 Ditch Low

2 Plantation Low

3 Pond High

4 Wall Low

5 Quarry Low

6 Boundary Bank Medium

7 Boundary Bank Low

8 Tree Low

9 Wall Low

10 Gateway Low

11 Gateway Low

12 Railings Low

13 Trackway Low

14 Cricket Pavilion Medium

15 Trackway Low

16 Cricket Pitch Medium

17 Playing Field Low

18 Outbuilding Low

19 Wall Low

20 Estate Cottage Low

21 Estate Cottage Low
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22 Outbuilding Low

23 Gateway Low

24 Outbuilding Low

25 Trackway Low

26 Cricket Pavilion Low

27 Enclosure Medium

28 Trackway Partially in Reg park garden Medium

29 Gateway Medium

30 Steps Low

31 Ornamental Canal in Reg park garden High

32 Wall in Reg park garden High

33 Wall in Reg park garden High

34 Gateway in Reg park garden Medium

35 Footpath in Reg park garden Medium

36 Avenue in Reg park garden High

37 Gateway LB, HER, in Reg park garden High

38 Sluice in Reg park garden High

39 Steps in Reg park garden Medium

40 Culvert in Reg park garden High

41 Wall in Reg park garden High

42 Culvert in Reg park garden High

43 Fence in Reg park garden Medium

44 Tree Avenue in Reg park garden High

45 Playing Field Medium

46 Building Negligible

47 Boundary Bank and
Ditch

Medium

48 Water Trough Negligible

49 Quarry Low

50 Boundary Bank HER Medium

51 Boundary Bank and
Ditch

Low

52 Gateway Low

53 Cemetery Medium

54 Quarry Low

55 Railings in Reg park garden Medium

56 Plantation in Reg park garden Medium

57 Boundary Stone in Reg park garden Medium
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58 Statue in Reg park garden High

59 Gateway in Reg park garden Low

60 Estate Cottage LB, HER, in Reg park garden,
Conservation Area

High

61 Gateway in Reg park garden,
Conservation Area

High

62 Estate Cottage in Reg park garden,
Conservation Area

Medium

63 Tree Avenue in Reg park garden Medium

64 Tree Avenue in Reg park garden High

65 Broad Ridge and
Furrow

in Reg park garden High

66 Tree Belt in Reg park garden High

67 Boundary Ditch in Reg park garden High

68 Tree Belt in Reg park garden Medium

69 Ornamental Canal in Reg park garden High

70 Railings in Reg park garden Medium

71 Wall in Reg park garden High

72 Wall in Reg park garden High

73 Estate Cottage in Reg park garden Medium

74 Drive in Reg park garden Medium

75 Boundary Bank and
Ditch

in Reg park garden Medium

76 Boundary Bank and
Ditch

in Reg park garden Medium

77 Boundary Bank and
Ditch

in Reg park garden Medium

78 Tree Belt in Reg park garden Medium

79 Quarry in Reg park garden Low

80 Lane in Reg park garden Medium

81 Deer Cote in Reg park garden High

82 Sundial in Reg park garden Low

83 Deer Park in Reg park garden High

84 Trackway in Reg park garden Medium

85 Pond in Reg park garden Medium

86 Tree Clump in Reg park garden High

87 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

88 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

89 Narrow Ridge and
Furrow

in Reg park garden Medium
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90 Gateway in Reg park garden Low

91 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

92 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

93 Narrow Ridge and
Furrow

in Reg park garden Low

94 Field Barn in Reg park garden Medium

95 Ford in Reg park garden Low

96 Broad Ridge and
Furrow

in Reg park garden , HER High

97 Gateway in Reg park garden Medium

98 Deer Park High

99 Spring in Reg park garden Low

100 Spring Low

101 Lane Medium

102 Sandstone Quarry HER Medium

103 Bridge HER Medium

104 Quarry in Reg park garden Low

105 Water Trough in Reg park garden Negligible

106 Field System in Reg park garden , HER High

107 Ridge and Furrow in Reg park garden High

108 Pond in Reg park garden High

109 Gate Lodge in Reg park garden Medium

110 Gateway in Reg park garden High

111 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

112 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

113 Reservoir in Reg park garden High

114 Quarry in Reg park garden Low

115 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

116 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

117 Gate Lodge in Reg park garden Medium

118 Gateway in Reg park garden High

119 Gateway in Reg park garden High

120 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

121 Outbuilding in Reg park garden Low

122 Outbuilding in Reg park garden Low

123 Outbuilding in Reg park garden Medium

124 Broad Ridge and
Furrow

High
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125 Gateway High

126 Gateway Medium

127 Tennis Court Medium

128 Earthwork High

129 Gateway High

130 Sarcophagus Medium

131 Urn Medium

132 Tree Belt Low

133 Statue Medium

134 Steps High

135 Sundial Medium

136 Terraced Walk High

137 Sunken Garden High

138 Urn Medium

139 Lamp Post Medium

140 Observatory High

141 Gateway Low

142 Post Office Medium

143 Steps LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

144 Wall LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

145 Terraced Lawn in Reg park garden High

146 Rose Garden in Reg park garden High

147 Statue in Reg park garden High

148 Garden Steps LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

149 Garden Wall LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

150 Railings in Reg park garden High

151 Gateway in Reg park garden High

152 Garden Wall in Reg park garden High

153 Garden Wall in Reg park garden High

154 Garden Wall in Reg park garden High

155 Handball Wall in Reg park garden High

156 Tree Belt in Reg park garden Medium

157 Tree Belt in Reg park garden Medium

158 Walled Garden in Reg park garden High

159 Tree Belt in Reg park garden Medium

160 Handball Wall in Reg park garden High

161 Garden Wall in Reg park garden High
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162 Statue in Reg park garden High

163 Garden Wall LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

164 Gateway LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

165 Garden Wall in Reg park garden High

166 Gateway LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

167 Garden Steps in Reg park garden High

168 Lamp Post in Reg park garden Medium

169 Kitchen Garden in Reg park garden Medium

170 Garden Steps in Reg park garden High

171 Observatory in Reg park garden High

172 Garden Steps in Reg park garden High

173 Garden Wall in Reg park garden High

174 Garden Wall LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

175 Tree Belt in Reg park garden Medium

176 Statue in Reg park garden High

177 Statue in Reg park garden High

178 Observatory LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

179 Summerhouse LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

180 Lily Pond LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

181 Statue LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

182 Garden Steps LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

183 Garden Steps LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

184 Statue LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

185 Statue LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

186 Font LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

187 Sundial in Reg park garden High

188 Parterre in Reg park garden High

189 Parterre in Reg park garden High

190 Rockery in Reg park garden High

191 Garden Steps in Reg park garden High

192 Finial in Reg park garden High

193 Garden Steps in Reg park garden High

194 Garden Wall in Reg park garden High

195 Garden Steps in Reg park garden High

196 Parterre in Reg park garden High

197 Sundial in Reg park garden Medium

198 Gateway in Reg park garden Medium
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199 Garden Wall in Reg park garden High

200 Hedge in Reg park garden High

201 Privy in Reg park garden Medium

202 Gateway in Reg park garden High

203 Fruit Growing Wall in Reg park garden High

204 Gateway in Reg park garden High

205 Garden Steps in Reg park garden High

206 Fruit Growing Wall in Reg park garden High

207 Gateway in Reg park garden High

208 Greenhouse in Reg park garden Medium

209 Greenhouse in Reg park garden Medium

210 Greenhouse in Reg park garden Low

211 Greenhouse in Reg park garden Low

212 Garden Wall in Reg park garden Medium

213 Fruit Growing Wall in Reg park garden High

214 Estate Cottage in Reg park garden Low

215 Boundary Bank in Reg park garden Medium

216 Wall LB, in Reg park garden , HER High

217 Broad Ridge and
Furrow

in Reg park garden High

218 Narrow Ridge and
Furrow

in Reg park garden Medium

219 Woodland in Reg park garden Medium

220 Manor House Schedulable site, Partially in
Reg park garden

High

221 Quarry Low

222 Scoreboard Low

223 Mausoleum LB, HER High

224 Outbuilding Low

225 Pond in Reg park garden Low

226 Sluice in Reg park garden High

227 Well Medium

228 Gateway LB, HER High

229 Trackway Partially in Reg park garden Medium

230 Building Medium

231 Building in Reg park garden Medium

232 Millrace Low

233 Well in Reg park garden Low
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234 Quarry Low

235 Boundary Bank Low

236 Gateway in Reg park garden High

237 Gateway in Reg park garden High

238 Parterre in Reg park garden High

239 Parterre in Reg park garden High

240 Culvert in Reg park garden Medium

241 Culvert in Reg park garden Medium

242 Enclosure in Reg park garden Low

243 Building in Reg park garden Low

244 Playing Field in Reg park garden Low

245 Drive in Reg park garden Medium

246 Trackway Partially in Reg park garden Low

247 Trackway Partially in Reg park garden Low

248 Millrace Medium

249 Playing Field in Reg park garden Low

250 Millrace Low

251 Building in Reg park garden Medium

252 Building Low

253 Building Low

254 Greenhouse Low

255 Coal Bunker in Reg park garden High

256 Building Low

257 Spoil Heap Low

258 Well Low

259 Garden Terrace in Reg park garden High

260 Greenhouse in Reg park garden Low

261 Gateway in Reg park garden Medium

262 Gateway in Reg park garden Medium

263 Estate Cottage Medium

264 Gateway in Reg park garden Medium

265 Corn Mill LB, HER High

266 Building Partially in Reg park garden Medium

267 Garden Medium

268 Cobbled Road Partially in Reg park garden Medium

269 Wall Medium

Table 3: List of heritage assets, their designations and archaeological significance
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4.3.3 Based on current knowledge, no heritage asset is of international (Very High).
significance. A total of 113 heritage assets are of national (High) significance (Sites 3,
31-3, 36-8, 40-2, 44, 58, 60-1, 64-7, 69, 71-2, 81, 83, 86, 96, 98, 106-8, 110, 113, 118-
9, 124-5, 127-9, 134, 136-7, 140, 143-55, 158, 160-7, 170-4, 176-96, 199-200, 202-7,
213, 216-7, 220, 223, 226, 228, 236-9, 255, 259 and 265). Many of which are
influenced by their occurrence physically within, or being closely associated with, the
statutorily protected Grade II* Listed Registered Park and Garden. A group of 70
heritage assess of are considered to be of regional (Medium) significance (Sites 6, 14,
16, 27-9, 34-5, 39, 43, 45, 47, 50, 53, 55-7, 62-3, 68, 70, 73-8, 80, 84-5, 87-9, 91-2,
94, 97, 101-3, 109, 111-2, 115-7, 120-3, 126, 130-1, 133, 135, 138-7, 142, 156-7, 159,
168-9, 175, 197-8, 201, 208-9, 212, 215, 218-9, 227, 229-31, 240-1, 245, 248, 251,
261-4 and 266-9); and 63 heritage assess of are considered to be of local (Low)
significance (Sites 2, 4-5, 7-13, 15, 17-26, 30, 49, 51-2, 54, 59, 79, 82, 90, 93, 95, 99-
100, 104, 114, 132, 141, 210-1, 214, 221-2, 224-5, 232-5, 242-4, 246-7, 249-50, 252-
4, 256-8 and 260). There are four heritage assets of negligible significance (Sites 1,
46, 48, and 105).

4.3.4 The Registered Park and Garden landscape as a whole is Grade II* which necessitates
national consultation with English Heritage and the Garden History Society, in
relation to any proposed developments within its boundary, and appropriate mitigation
for loss of significance (Section 4.3.5). The fabric and setting of the Grade I and II*
Listed Buildings are also of exceptional importance. There is a presumption in
planning law and policy that structures and buildings of exceptional significance will
not be harmed. There are, however, no defined Scheduled Ancient Monuments on the
property and none of the sites are, on current knowledge, of ‘schedulable’ quality.
Upon any further investigation, however, the potential moated manor site, or fish pond
(Site 220) may be of schedulable quality. On present archaeological evidence the
putative moated manor site has high significance. Further sites of particular note are
the deer park wall (Site 83) and shelter sheds (Site 81). The tree belts surrounding the
property, in particular those skirting the edges of the avenue (Sites 44, 63-4) and the
one in the parkland character area, are particularly significant. Also within this
category is the corn mill (Site 265) and the formal water management features such as
the dammed ponds (Site 113) and reservoirs. The small garden (Site 137) at St Mary’s
Hall is a significant integrated designed landscape incorporating a substantial number
of extant garden features.

4.3.5 The other estate drives, gateways, twentieth century gate lodges and the deer park
clump, as well as the fruit-growing wall and derelict greenhouses in the kitchen garden
merit being retained as they are formal estate features/infrastructure. The historic
playing fields are key features in the life of the school, along with the two cricket
pavilions which merit being maintained as part of the school’s historic infrastructure.
Areas of extensive relict field-systems and broad ridge and furrow cultivation may be
of medieval date and relate to land-use on the estate prior to the college ownership.
Other nineteenth-twentieth century estate buildings/cottages still under college
ownership form part of the history of the running of the estate and each should be
maintained or redeveloped on an individual basis.

4.3.6 The significance of each of the heritage assets has been defined according to
recognised criteria and through the application of professional judgement. The colour
coding of significance levels provides a rapid indication of the relative significance of
the identified heritage assets and is not indicative of the potential for impacts on any
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heritage asset as a result of future development. An understanding of significance
levels will be useful in informing the production of any detailed design proposals, but
the impact of any such proposals on heritage assets is likely to be required to be
assessed as part of any future planning application

4.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.3.1 This section summarises the key management considerations and recommendations
for sites identified on the property during the archaeological survey. Issues regarding
general landscape management, Listed Buildings, including the corn mill and possible
HLF-funded projects are dealt with thoroughly elsewhere in the conservation
management plan (Part 1).

4.3.2 The Stonyhurst estate is for the most part a designed landscape, that has been
developed over an extended period. It is important that in the course of any future
landscape proposals for the estate that the historic integrity and character of this
landscape is retained, although limited elements may be subject to modification. Some
elements of the landscape, in particular, define the historic character of the estate, and
should as far as possible be retained. These include the avenue with Lady statue, the
tree belts, canals, the historic playing fields/cricket grounds and he the formal
pond/reservoir features in the rest of estate. The formal garden is archaeologically
significant, and the overall garden, including the dark walk, statues, parterres,
plantings and ornamental features need to be retained within the landscape. Similarly
the small garden at St Mary’s Hall should be retained as an integral landscape as there
are a relatively large number of extant historic garden features.

4.3.3 Similarly the estate architecture defines its historic character, and includes the lodge
buildings, the observatories, the formal entrance gateways, and the nineteenth century
playing field pavilions.

4.3.4 The moated site is potentially one of the most important elements of the landscape,
interpreted as the site of the medieval manor from which Stonyhurst developed. While
this significance can not be confirmed without an intrusive archaeological evaluation,
the potential of the site should be considered when planning any developments within
this area. If confirmed as the site of the original moated manor house, then the site
should be retained within the landscape and appropriate mitigation agreed for works
that would affect it.

4.3.5 A series of buildings (Sites 230 and 231) were depicted on the 1733 estate map, but
which are no longer evident as surface features. If any development is planned in the
area of these buildings it is recommended that an archaeological evaluation should be
undertaken in advance to test for below ground survival.

• Some elements of the historic landscape warrant maintenance or further
investigation:

• Remedial repairs are needed to both the formal canals, as well as the walled
retaining ramp on the sides of the avenue, and this is also recommended by Chris
Burnett Associates in Part 1 of the conservation management plan

• In the formal garden, the investigation and recording of potential sub-surface
survival of the parterres is recommended to fully understand the historic garden
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layout and inform future maintenance. This could include archaeological evaluation
or geophysical survey.

• The deer park wall is a significant feature that justifies maintenance, including
restoration of copings. Similarly, the deer sheds merit retention and maintenance .

• The historic water management system is an important feature of the estate but is
not fully understood. A detailed survey of this system is justified to inform future
maintenance, including examining the history, development and functionality of the
various components of the systems, which include dammed ponds, pipe routes, the
inflows and outflows of the formal ponds. As part of this, establishing the structure
of the head and tail races for the corn mill and their relationship with the rest of the
water system is recommended.

• Continuing to retain and manage the woodland where part of the formal design
within the estate, including the formal planting/veteran trees, the shelter belts and
tree clumps.

• Fields containing extensive areas of medieval/post-medieval field-systems, and
ridge and furrow cultivation are significant evidence of historic systems of
cultivation and it is recommended that they should continue to be subject to
sympathetic land management.

4.4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORKS IN RELATION TO THE PLANNING PROCESS

4.4.1 The process of dealing with the presence of archaeological sites where development is
proposed is now well-established and covered by government policy (NPPF para 128)
and guidance from English Heritage and the Institute for Archaeologists. In
Lancashire, archaeological advice to local planning authorities is provided by
Lancashire County Council who may recommend that conditions are attached to
planning permission to record sites affected by approved development. In the event of
submitting a planning application for a proposed development within the study area
covered by this report there will normally be a staged requirement for initial
archaeological investigation followed by archaeological mitigation of any identified
archaeological resource. The NPPF (para 141) states that local authorities should
require developers ‘to record and advance understanding of the significance of
heritage assets to be lost (wholly or in part) in a manner proportionate to their
importance and the impact’ (italics inserted for emphasis). Highly significant
archaeological sites (including those that are scheduled) will require a higher level of
recording and input than medium significance sites.

4.4.2 The first stage of archaeological investigation to inform a planning application is
typically a desk-based assessment of the site, followed by an archaeological
identification survey. The current archaeological survey and report addresses this
process, implemented for the conservation management plan. A preliminary
assessment of significance for each individual archaeological site/heritage asset has
been completed (Section 4.2). An understanding of significance levels will be useful in
informing the production of any detailed design proposals, but the impact of any such
proposals on heritage assets is likely to be required to be assessed as part of any future
planning application. The level of further archaeological investigation to inform a
planning application is dependent upon the impact of the proposed development, the
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significance of the heritage asset(s) that may be impacted upon and the sensitivity of
that heritage to the proposed impacts.

4.4.3 Subject to assessing the risk to possible or known archaeological sites from
examination of this survey report, the archaeological development control officer,
would typically recommend a process of further investigation to establish the potential
for below ground survival in the area of the proposed development. This can take the
form of a geophysical survey or an archaeological evaluation. The geophysical survey
is a very rapid examination of the ground, which can highlight sub-surface features
that are not evident from the ground, and the most common techniques are
magnetometry survey resistivity survey (English Heritage 2008; IFA 2011). A
magnetometer survey can examine 2ha of land per day of survey and is therefore a
very quick and economical means of examining larger areas. However, it is not 100%
reliable and a negative response by the technique does not necessarily indicate that
there are no sub-surface archaeological remains. In this situation, there is invariably
still a need to undertake an intrusive archaeological evaluation (IFA 1999). An
archaeological evaluation is a rapid excavation intended to identify the existence of
archaeological remains and to briefly characterise them. It entails the excavation of
multiple trenches that are either targeted on features identified by the geophysical
survey, or are greenfield trenching and entails the placement of a scatter of trenches
across the full extent of the proposed development.

4.4.4 Following on from the evaluation, a report would make recommendations for a
programme of mitigative recording (English Heritage 2006) or in-situ preservation in
advance or in the course of the development, and this would be subject to approval by
the development control archaeologist. For the more significant archaeological
remains there would typically be a planning requirement for a mitigative excavation to
be undertaken in advance of the development which would provide a full and detailed
record of any remains that would be impacted by the development. For archaeological
remains of lesser significance the typical planning condition would be for a watching
brief to be undertaken during the development, whereby an archaeologist would
observe the groundworks of the development contractor and would record any features
exposed during this process. In both scenarios the archaeological remains would be
preserved by record and the results of the work would be published or would be
deposited in a safe digital archive (English Heritage 2006a; IFA 2008).

4.4.5 An alternate mitigative option is to provide for preservation of the archaeological
remains in situ. When the anticipated costs of excavation are considerable, reflecting
considerable complexity of archaeological remains, there is the potential for
implementing an engineering solution. This can entail a number of different options,
but one, for example, would entail the construction of new build on a thick concrete
raft laid over the buried archaeological remains. While the construction costs would be
higher it obviates the need for an expensive archaeological excavation, and the
archaeology is preserved in situ.

4.4.6 In the event of a proposal to alter an historic building on the estate, the typical
requirement would be for the implementation of a building survey to either Level 2 or
3, as defined by the appropriate English Heritage standards (English Heritage 2006),
and subject to a condition on the listed building consent or planning permission
granted by Ribble Valley Borough Council. The level of survey is determined by the
archaeological, historic and/or architectural significance of the building that will be
affected, and must be proportionate to the impact of the works and loss of fabric. The
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survey results are normally presented as a report or publication and should also be
deposited within a safe digital archive that is publicly accessible.
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APPENDIX 1: SITE GAZETTEER

Site Number          1 NGR SD 6899138884
Site Name Ditch, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Ditch Period 20th Century
Description
A shallow linear drainage ditch flowing west-north-west/east-south-east into the tailrace for the corn mill (Site
248). The surrounding area is quite boggy.

Site Number          2 NGR SD  6902238869
Site Name Plantation, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Plantation Period 20th Century
Description
An area of coniferous plantation with linear planting mounds. It is probably mid/late twentieth century in date.

Site Number          3 NGR SD  6898838704
Site Name Pond, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Pond Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A sub-oval fish pond located in Fox Hall Wood. It is first depicted on the earliest surviving estate map of 1733.
Overall it measures approximately 70m by 40m. There is an embanked dam on the south-west side which is up
to 4m wide by 1.5m-2m high.

Site Number          4 NGR SD  6902238800
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period Post-Medieval
Description
Relict drystone field wall with triangular coping stones. It is located on the south side of the field plot to the
south of the corn mill (Sites 265 and 266). The west end is truncated by the stream. The east end adjoins another
field wall (Site 9) at a field gate (Site 10).

Site Number          5 NGR SD  6895138655
Site Name Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Quarry Period Post-Medieval
Description
A series of shallow quarry scoops located to the south-west of the fish pond (Site 4). The scoops may be
associated with the construction of the dam for the pond. The largest example measures approximately 18m by
16m and 1.5m deep.

Site Number          6 NGR SD  6898938619
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A relict field boundary bank located on the east side of Fox Fall Wood. It is a large banked and ditched boundary
measuring up to 3m wide by 0.5m high. There are two sections of extant on either side of the fish pond (Site 3)
and it is up to 330m long. The boundary conforms to the one depicted on the 1733 estate plan which has been
rationalised into a straighter boundary.

Site Number          7 NGR SD  6891938712
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Post-Medieval to Modern
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Description
A short linear section of boundary bank located in Fox Fall Wood. It is orientated roughly north-west/south-east
and measures 47.5m long by 2.5m wide by 0.5m high.

Site Number          8 NGR SD  6903938926
Site Name Tree, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Period Post-Medieval
Description
Single veteran pollarded tree located on the road junction south-east of the church.

Site Number          9 NGR SD  6904338891
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period Post-Medieval
Description
A drystone field wall consisting of regular ashlar stones with curving coping stones. It is located on the north
side of the field plot to the south of the corn mill (Sites 265 and 266). The east end adjoins another field wall
(Site 4) at a field gate (Site 10).

Site Number          10 NGR SD  6907638811
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period Post-Medieval
Description
A gateway consisting of a pair of quarried stone gate piers. The northern pier has a rounded top.

Site Number          11 NGR SD  6905438804
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period Post-Medieval
Description
A gateway consisting of a pair of quarried stone gate piers with rounded tops.

Site Number          12 NGR SD  6900538534
Site Name Railings, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Railings Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
Iron railings located on the west side of the cricket pitch/playing fields. The railings overly a slight boundary
lynchet. The railings are five rail, with four flat rails and a round top rail. There is an iron gate near the northern
end. Overall the boundary measures 570m long.

Site Number          13 NGR SD  6902538636
Site Name Trackway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Trackway Period Post-Medieval
Description
An embanked farm trackway leading north-north-east/south-south-west in the narrow field between Fox Fall
Wood and the cricket ground. The stretch of trackway in the study area measures 375m long by 3m wide and
0.3m high. It is first depicted on the OS 1st Edition 6 inch mapping (1847) and runs as a track/footpath and then
as Smithy Row at Hurst Green.

Site Number          14 NGR SD  6903938425
Site Name Cricket Pavilion, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Cricket Pavilion Period 19th Century
Description
A late nineteenth century symmetrical brick-built cricket pavilion with a pair of projecting bay windows, front
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elevation containing a complete frontage of window lights with central double doorway. It has a tiled pitched
roof in H-shaped cross gable plan with three gabled dormers and deeply projecting front. The central dormer has
an inset clock. Steps to the front and chimney at rear. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1894.

Site Number          15 NGR SD  6908738466
Site Name Trackway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Trackway Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
An access road leading from the track between Hall Barns and Fair Field towards the cricket pavilion (Site 14).
It is metalled with gravel and skirted by concrete kerbing on the south side. It measures approximately 320m
long by 3m wide.

Site Number          16 NGR SD  6911438377
Site Name Cricket Pitch, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Cricket Pitch Period 19th Century
Description
A cricket ground constructed on the southern end of playing fields near Fox Fall Wood. The ground has been
levelled by cutting into the slight south-east-facing slope on the north end. It is first depicted on the OS map of
1894. There are two associated buildings, consisting of a pavilion (Site 14) and a scoreboard (Site 222).

Site Number          17 NGR SD  6910638646
Site Name Playing Field, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Playing Field Period 19th Century
Description
A series of three playing fields laid out to the east of Fox Fall Wood. They are individually levelled by being cut
into the gentle south-east-facing slope and in some cases are also platformed up. They are first depicted on the
OS map of 1894.

Site Number          18 NGR SD  6910138269
Site Name Outbuilding, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Outbuilding Period 19th Century
Description
A ruinous unroofed, outbuilding adjoining the north side of the field wall (Site 19) located between the cricket
ground and Fair Field. The structure is constructed of quarried stone and mortar with well-defined quoin stones
and it originally had a pitched roof. There is a doorway and window on the east end elevation.

Site Number          19 NGR SD  6911538273
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period Post-Medieval
Description
A boundary wall running between the field containing the cricket ground and Fair Field. Overall it measures
150m long.

Site Number          20 NGR SD  6915638281
Site Name Estate Cottage, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Estate Cottage Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The westernmost of two domestic ranges at Fair Field. Each range contains a pair of semi-detached two-storey
stone-built cottages with slate roofs. The range is part rendered and has well-defined quoin stones, as well as
simple stone lintels, sills and surrounds to all windows and doors. The western cottage is rendered. The
farm/cottages were first depicted as 'Sherburn House' on the1st Edition 6 inch mapping (1847) but was named
Fair Field by 1892.
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Site Number          21 NGR SD  6917638290
Site Name Estate Cottage, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Estate Cottage Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The easternmost of two domestic ranges at Fair Field. Each range contains a pair of semi-detached two-storey
stone-built cottages with slate roofs. The range is part rendered and has well-defined quoin stones, as well as
simple stone lintels, sills and surrounds to all windows and doors. The western cottage is rendered. The
farm/cottages were first depicted as 'Sherburn House' on the OS map of 1847, but was named Fair Field by 1894.

Site Number          22 NGR SD  6915638294
Site Name Outbuilding, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Outbuilding Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A single celled rectangular stone and mortar constructed outhouse located next to a gateway in the boundary wall
(Site 19) between Fair Field and the cricket pitch. It is single storey, has a pitched slate roof with a stone coping
band at the top, has a doorway on both south and east elevations, and well-defined quoin stones.

Site Number          23 NGR SD  6915838298
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
An elaborate gateway in the boundary wall (Site 19) between the cricket pitch and Fair Field. There is a curving
screening wall with flat coping stones on the east end of the outhouse (Site 22). The gateway protrudes out from
the east side of the outhouse with a wall end of quoins wit triangular coverband on the west side and a lower wall
with slightly higher angular built pier the a moulded pyramidal coping on top.

Site Number          24 NGR SD  6917038305
Site Name Outbuilding, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Outbuilding Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A single celled rectangular stone and mortar constructed outhouse located next to a gateway in the boundary wall
(Site 19) between Fair Field and the cricket pitch. It is single storey, has a pitched slate roof with a stone coping
band at the top, has a doorway on south elevation, window on the west elevation, and well-defined quoin stones.

Site Number          25 NGR SD  6914538518
Site Name Trackway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Trackway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A farm trackway leading between Hall Barns and Fair Field. It measures over 530m long and was first depicted
on the 1st Edition 6 inch mapping (1847).

Site Number          26 NGR SD  6915838546
Site Name Cricket Pavilion, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Cricket Pavilion Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A late nineteenth century cricket pavilion consisting of brick-built dwarf walled foundation with wooden
superstructure clad with corrugated iron on the walls and pitched roof. It is H-shaped and has a cross gable in
plan.  There is a double doorway on the north-west front elevation which has also been reclad with uPVC. It was
first depicted on the OS map of 1894.

Site Number          27 NGR SD  6921238664
Site Name Enclosure, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
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Monument Type Enclosure Period Post-Medieval
Description
A long and thin sub-divided field plot located east of the playing fields (Site 17). the field was named 'Barn Hey'
on the 1733 estate map. It is a well-constructed walled enclosure with a tall wall with triangular coping on top.
There are well-defined quoin stones and a blocked gateway on the south-west corner next to the pavilion (Site
26). The construction of the wall would suggest estate architecture and corralling of animals such as rabbits or
deer, or maybe a market garden. It has a single-storey, two celled, unroofed pitched roof shelter located on the
west junction of the sub-dividing wall.

Site Number          28 NGR SD  6905438883
Site Name Trackway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Trackway Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
The slightly sunken lane running between Hall Barns and Stonyhurst College. It was already in this location by
at least the 1733 estate map. It consists of a c455m length of road which kinks around the outside of the south
side of the formal gardens (Site 158). The north-west end is formalised as a cross-cut road in front of the screen
wall and ornate gate piers in front of the south-west side of the college (Sites 37 and 144), and runs
perpendicular to the alignment of the main avenue (Site 36).

Site Number          29 NGR SD  6913638799
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A gateway consisting of a pair of ornamental gate piers constructed of ashlar stones with moulded pyramidal
coping on top. They are missing stone balls on top. They are flanked by modern decorative wooden fencing and
containing a wooden gate. The gateway is opposite a gateway in the corner of the south wall of the formal
gardens (Site 228).

Site Number          30 NGR SD  6908538810
Site Name Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Steps Period 20th Century
Description
A flight of brick and paving slab steps leading up onto the north-west corner of the playing fields (Site 17).

Site Number          31 NGR SD  6889638916
Site Name Ornamental Canal, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Ornamental Canal Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The southernmost of a pair of rectangular canals flanking the avenue (Site 36) at the south-west entrance to
Stonyhurst College. Overall it measures approximately 200m long by 35m wide. It is stone-lined with ashlar
kerbing stones, some of which has been eroded away. There are several inflow and outflow points along its
length. Sir Nicholas Shireburn laid out the avenue and canals in 1696 and the latter were enlarged to their present
length, of c 200m, in 1710.

Site Number          32 NGR SD  6898238968
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A short linear section of raised ashlar stone retaining curtain wall, flanking the north-east end of the canal (Site
31) and edging the cross-cut lane running along the front of the college entrance (Site 28). It measures
approximately 50m long and is up to 1.5m high at the east end on the road side, but is considerably higher on the
canal side. The wall has triangular moulded coping on top.

Site Number          33 NGR SD  6890538945
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Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A slightly sloping linear stone retaining wall defining the south side of the main avenue to the college (Site 36).
It measures at least 150m long by over 2m high. It is mainly constructed of rough ashlar stones with some flat
coping stones evident. It is damaged in places and shows signs of several rebuilds/patched repairs. There is a
long section of brick walling in the central of the wall which may be original as it is well-constructed with small
strengthening buttresses along it. There are some small drainage apertures running through at the base of the
stone parts of the wall on the canal side. Sir Nicholas Shireburn laid out the avenue and canals in 1696 and the
latter these were enlarged to their present length, of c 200m, in 1710. The retaining wall is presumably 1696 in
date and was never continued to the full extended length of the canal in 1710.

Site Number          34 NGR SD  6900038973
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A gateway and flight of stone steps set in the wall surrounding the precinct of St Peter's church (Site 216). The
west side has a simple ashlar stone gate pier. The east side has been rebuilt as the wall has been demolished to
create a subterranean garage.

Site Number          35 NGR SD  6895438935
Site Name Footpath, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Footpath Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A short linear section of intermittently stone flagged footpath located running along the south side canal (Site 31)
and adjacent to the wall surrounding the corn mill (Site 41). It measures approximately 80m long.

Site Number          36 NGR SD  6866938789
Site Name Avenue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Avenue Period 17th Century
Description
A north-east/south-west orientated wide avenue and metalled main drive situated on the south-west side of
Stonyhurst College. Sir Nicholas Shireburn originally laid out the avenue and canals in 1696. It measures
approximately 830m from the main entrance gatehouse down to the south-west end where it corners  near a
statue mound (Site 58) and turns south-south-east for a further 250m to reach the estate entrance gateway at
Hurst Green (Site 61).

Site Number          37 NGR SD  6897039015
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17585 Listed Building 1308732
Monument Type Gateway Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
Gate Piers and Wall from the south-west corner of the Infirmary running south-east, returning north-east in front
of Church of St. Peter and containing two gate piers (Listed Building (II) - 1308732). The gate piers, are of c
1700 and were removed from the site of the present Shirk building in 1799, they are in sandstone ashlar. Each
have a square section, and are supported by a scroll on the outer side with a smaller scroll above. Above is a
broken segmental pediment with urn and festoon. (HER entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. The site only consists of the gate piers. The curtain wall comprises is Sites 144 and
216. The description of the gate piers is as described. The ornate gateway is located in the centre of the screen
wall (Site 144) flanking the avenue (Site 36) at the main south-west entrance to Stonyhurst College.

Site Number          38 NGR SD  6892438916
Site Name Sluice, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Sluice Period 17th Century to 19th Century
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Description
An outflow sluice point on the south side of the southernmost canal (Site 31). It has an ashlar stone surround.
This is probably where the headrace for the corn mill was taken off.

Site Number          39 NGR SD  6891838907
Site Name Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A flight of stone steps leading down from a pathway on the side of a canal (Site 35) to the corn mill (Site 265
and 266). It is flanked on both sides by iron railings.

Site Number          40 NGR SD  3890738902
Site Name Culvert, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Culvert Period 19th Century
Description
A large cast iron overflow pipe protruding from the base of the south side of the wall (Site 41) retaining the
southern canal (Site 31).

Site Number          41 NGR SD  6891638906
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period 17th Century to 19th Century
Description
A linear boundary consisting in part of a retaining wall defining the boundary between the south side of the
canals (Sites 31 and 69) and the corn mill (Sites 265-6). It measures approximately 480m long by up to 1.5m
high on the north side and 3m on the south side. The eastern 80m section has triangular coping stones on top and
is constructed of rough mortared stones. The rest of the boundary consists of a lower height buttressed dam wall
which is retaining the south side of the canal. There are several outflows and a cascade draining this side of the
canal.

Site Number          42 NGR SD  6886638867
Site Name Culvert, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Culvert Period 17th Century to 19th Century
Description
An overflow pipe which would drain the southernmost canal (Site 31) south into a nearby channelled stream
(Site 248). It is constructed as a stone cascade with modern plastic pipe protruding from the top. The top has
clearly been rebuilt but the cascade itself may be original.

Site Number          43 NGR SD  6876638892
Site Name Fence, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Fence Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A five bar iron railing fenced boundary fronting onto the junction where a lane diverges from the main avenue
on the south-west side of Stonyhurst College (Site 36). There is a gateway consisting of moulded iron gate piers
and a modern wooden gate across the avenue at this point.

Site Number          44 NGR SD  6860538654
Site Name Tree Avenue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Avenue Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
Tree belt located on the south side of the main avenue (Site 36). It is depicted on the 1733 estate map. It
measures approximately 600m by 25m. There are earthen boundary banks on both north and south sides, each
measuring up to 3m wide by 0.6m high.
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Site Number          45 NGR SD  6863438608
Site Name Playing Field, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Playing Field Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A playing field located to the south of the main avenue and southern tree belt (Sites 36 and 44). It is still extant
and was first depicted on the OS map of 1912. It is depicted as a football ground on the OS map of 1932.

Site Number          46 NGR SD  6862238648
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period 20th Century
Description
The site of a demolished building located on the north side of a football ground (Site 44). It is depicted on the OS
1980s mapping.

Site Number          47 NGR SD  6877138606
Site Name Boundary Bank and Ditch, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank and Ditch Period Post-Medieval
Description
An embanked and ditched field boundary defining the south-west boundary of Fox Fall Wood. Both bank and
ditch each measure approximately 210m long by 3m wide and 0.5m high/deep.

Site Number          48 NGR SD  6884738400
Site Name Water Trough, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Water Trough Period 20th Century
Description
A concrete water trough located in the south-west corner of an improved field. It measures 0.7m long by 0.4m
wide and is 0.5m deep.

Site Number          49 NGR SD 6862938514
Site Name Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Quarry Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A sub-oval quarry scoop measuring 32m by 18m and up to 1m deep. It is first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          50 NGR SD 6860738494
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 3111 Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
The photographs show a soil-mark, which is long, straight and narrow. It is a linear feature running from SD
68503831 to SD  68723867. It is possibly an old road, but a faint mark running at right-angles to and joining the
main feature at SD  68573843 could be an old field boundary (HER entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. The site consists of a pair of poorly surviving parallel boundary earthworks located
in improved fields and between modern playing fields on the north-east side of Hurst Green. Within the playing
field the earthwork is practically erased. The slight earthworks possibly define a drove road or outgang between
Stonyhurst and what was the common at Hurst Green on the 1733 estate map. The earthworks are located in a
rough pasture corner of a modern field and consist of two north-east/south-west orientated boundaries, each
surviving to only 0.25m high. The features are well-defined on the LiDAR mapping and are depicted on both the
1733 estate map and 1st Edition 6 inch

Site Number          51 NGR SD 6875438362
Site Name Boundary Bank and Ditch, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank and Ditch Period Post-Medieval
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Description
An east-north-east/west-south-west orientated field boundary surviving as a slight earthen bank with ditch on the
south side and a modern hedge with standards on top. It measures approximately 200m long by 2.5m wide and
0.3m high.

Site Number          52 NGR SD 6855438430
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 20th Century
Description
A gateway consisting of a pair of concrete gate piers, each with rounded tops.

Site Number          53 NGR SD 6840138435
Site Name Cemetery, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Cemetery Period 19th Century
Description
A Roman Catholic burial ground located on the north side of Hurst Green. It has an extant mortuary chapel on
the site (Site 223). The site is first depicted on the OS map of 1847 and has been successively expanded to the
south and south-east over the nineteenth / twentieth centuries. The burial ground is contained within a stone
walled precinct (with triangular coping stones) and with iron railings and gateways fronting onto the road on the
west side. There are mature coniferous trees planted flanking the stone-edged tarmaced pathways in the historic
part of the burial ground.

Site Number          54 NGR SD 6844538464
Site Name Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Quarry Period 19th Century
Description
An amorphous quarry located in a scrubby woodland enclosure on the east side of the burial ground and
mortuary chapel (Sites 53 and 223). The site was probably used for construction stone for both the chapel and
the walled precinct surrounding the burial ground. It measures approximately 42m long by 28m wide and is up to
2m deep. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          55 NGR SD 6835738537
Site Name Railings, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Railings Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A five bar iron railing fenced boundary defining the outside of a plantation (Site 56) located on the south-west
end of an earlier tree belt (Site 44).

Site Number          56 NGR SD 6836738516
Site Name Plantation, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Plantation Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A small deciduous plantation located on the south-west end of an earlier tree belt (Site 44). It is contained within
iron railings except on the south side where it backs onto the tree belt and a burial ground (Site 53). It is first
depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          57 NGR SD 6833938535
Site Name Boundary Stone, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Stone Period Post-Medieval
Description
A roughly rectangular large pink sandstone/granite boundary marker stone located on the south-west end of the
main avenue (Site 36) where it turns to the south. It measures 1.4m long by 0.6m wide and 0.6m deep. There are
possible drill marks on the south-west end. It was first depicted as a 'large stone' on the OS map of 1847.
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Site Number          58 NGR SD 6830838519
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Statue Period 19th Century
Description
A large stone statue entitled 'Ave Maria' sat upon a square-plan conical mound that is placed at the south-west
end of the straight avenue facing Stonyhurst College (Site 36). The mound measures 13m square by 3.5m high.
The statue of the Virgin Mary is placed upon a tapering octagonal sandstone ashlar column. It is first depicted on
the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          59 NGR SD 6829338445
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 20th Century
Description
A gateway consisting of a pair of simple concrete gate piers containing a double cross-braced five bar iron gate.

Site Number          60 NGR SD 6839038295
Site Name Estate Cottage, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17575 Listed Building 1072332
Monument Type Estate Cottage Period 19th Century
Description
Nos.51 and 53, Avenue Road, Hurst Green. A pair of cottages,182. It is constructed of slobbered sandstone
rubble with roof of modern imitation stone slates. It has two storeys, and two bays. Quoins project with diagonal
tooling. Windows sashed in plain stone surrounds with diagonal tooling. The windows of the right-hand bay are
not aligned with each other, the ground floor window having '1821' incised on its lintel. Door (to No.51) has
plain stone surround. Square stone gutter at eaves. End stacks. The entrance to No. 53 is in the left-hand gable.
Grade 2 (HER entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. The site is as described.

Site Number          61 NGR SD 6840038295
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century
Description
An ornamental entrance gateway on the south side of the Stonyhurst College estate and fronting the main road
leading north from Hurst Green. It originally consisted of a pair of simple square plan gate piers with chamfered
edges each tapering to a rounded pyramidal top. There is a sturdy five bar iron fence with a decorative suspended
chain linked top flanking the gap between the west gate pier and the adjacent cottages (Site 60). The east gate
pier has been removed and lay to the east along with the chain link for that side of the fence.

Site Number          62 NGR SD 6841438293
Site Name Estate Cottage, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Estate Cottage Period 19th Century
Description
A pair of symmetrical two storey semi-detached nineteenth century estate cottages, 1-3 Smithy Row.
Constructed of mortared stone with well-defined quoin stones. It has simple stone mullions on windows and
arched detailing over doorways. It has a central shared chimney to range and cross gable ends with modern slate
roof. First depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          63 NGR SD 6826738514
Site Name Tree Avenue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Avenue Period 19th Century
Description
A small narrow tree belt located parallel to the south-west end of the main avenue at Stonyhurst College (Site
36). It measures approximately 125m long by 20m wide. There are no obvious veteran trees within the belt and
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no distinct earthen boundaries surrounding it. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          64 NGR SD 6847238727
Site Name Tree Avenue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Avenue Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A tree belt located on the north side of the main avenue (Site 36). It is depicted on the 1733 estate map. It
measures approximately 600m by 25m but with a small gap near the south-west end. There are earthen boundary
banks on both north and south sides, each measuring up to 4.5m wide by 0.5m high.

Site Number          65 NGR SD 6878939096
Site Name Broad Ridge and Furrow, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Broad Ridge and Furrow Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
An area of roughly north-west/south-east orientated broad ridge and furrow cultivation located in the field to the
north of a canal (Site 69). The earthworks measures up to 6m wide by 0.3m high. The area is defined by
earthwork boundaries on both the south-west and east sides (Sites 67 and 76). The field is called 'Dog Kennel
Field' on the 1733 estate map.

Site Number          66 NGR SD 6870139131
Site Name Tree Belt, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Belt Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
An historic tree belt located on the west side of the first open pasture field to the west of Stonyhurst College. The
field was called 'Dog Kennel Field' on the 1733 estate map and the line of veteran trees is depicted upon this.

Site Number          67 NGR SD 6877439022
Site Name Boundary Ditch, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Ditch Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A sinuous sunken field boundary ditch located on the south side of an area of broad ridge and furrow cultivation
(Site 65). It is orientated roughly west-north-west/east-south-east and is 175m long by 6m wide and 1m deep.
The boundary predates the 1733 estate map where it is depicted as the boundary between some trees within 'Dog
Kennel Field'.

Site Number          68 NGR SD 6882138986
Site Name Tree Belt, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Belt Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A possible tree belt located on the north side of a canal (Site 69). There are at least eight veteran parkland trees
placed along the north edge of the pond. They are first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          69 NGR SD 6885638971
Site Name Ornamental Canal, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Ornamental Canal Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The northernmost of a pair of rectangular canals flanking the avenue (Site 36) at the south-west entrance to
Stonyhurst College. Overall it measures approximately 200m long by 35m wide. It is stone-lined with ashlar
kerbing stones, some of which has been eroded away. There are several inflow and outflow points along its
length. Sir Nicholas Shireburn laid out the avenue and canals in 1696 and the latter of these were enlarged to
their present length, of c 200m, in 1710.
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Site Number          70 NGR SD 6892639068
Site Name Railings, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Railings Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A short section of five bar iron railing fence, consisting four wires and a square section bar on top and set
between thick pointed fence posts. It is located on the north-east corner of the northernmost canal (Site 69). It
has a kissing gate near the south end next to the canal and a double braced farm gate on the north end.

Site Number          71 NGR SD 6893639034
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A short linear section of raised ashlar stone retaining curtain wall, flanking the north-east end of the canals (Site
69) and edging the cross-cut lane running along the front of the college entrance (Site 28). It measures
approximately 50m long and is up to 2m high on the canal side. The wall has triangular moulded coping on top.

Site Number          72 NGR SD 6888738972
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A slightly sloping linear stone retaining wall defining the north side of the main avenue to the college (Site 36).
It measures at least 150m long by over 2m high. It is mainly constructed of rough ashlar stones with some flat
coping stones evident. It is damaged in places and shows signs of several rebuilds/patched repairs. There are
some small drainage apertures running through at the base of the wall on the canal side. Sir Nicholas Shireburn
laid out the avenue and canals in 1696 and the latter were enlarged to their present length, of c 200m, in 1710.
The retaining wall is presumably 1696 in date and was never continued to the full extended length of the canal in
1710.

Site Number          73 NGR SD 6887839149
Site Name Estate Cottage, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Estate Cottage Period 19th Century
Description
An estate cottage building first depicted on the OS map of 1847 and named as 'Dashwood' on the OS map of
1892. It is an  L-shaped in plan, two storey house constructed of mortared stone with well-defined quoins. The
windows and doors have plain stone surrounds and there is a slate roof. There is a stone wall with curved coping
stones fronting the property.

Site Number          74 NGR SD 6888839172
Site Name Drive, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Drive Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A carriage drive leading north-west from the front of Stonyhurst College towards a lodge house and gateway
(Sites 109 and 110). This section measures approximately 235m long and survives as a metalled road.  The route
is depicted on the 1733 map.

Site Number          75 NGR SD 6886039205
Site Name Boundary Bank and Ditch, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank and Ditch Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A substantial linear earthen boundary bank and ditch defining the west edge of a linear field plot that contained
an early routeway (Site 74). It is depicted on the 1733 estate map. The north-west/south-east orientated boundary
measures approximately 50m long by 5m wide by up to 1m high in places.
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Site Number          76 NGR SD 6885239190
Site Name Boundary Bank and Ditch, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank and Ditch Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A curvilinear earthen field boundary bank and ditch defining the east side of an area of broad ridge and furrow
cultivation (Site 65). The boundary is in two surviving sections either side of 'Dashwood' cottage (Site 73). It is
orientated roughly north/south and measures over 190m long. In the woodland on the north end it is 6m wide by
1m high but in the improved field at the south end it is considerably denuded. The boundary is depicted on the
1733 estate map.

Site Number          77 NGR SD 6877839276
Site Name Boundary Bank and Ditch, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank and Ditch Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A section of double earthen boundary bank with central ditch located north-west of the lodge (Site 109). This is
the northern continuation of another boundary which is depicted on the 1733 estate map (Site 76). This section
measures a total of over 100m long by 9m in width (including both banks and ditch) and is up to 1m high.

Site Number          78 NGR SD 6878739290
Site Name Tree Belt, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Belt Period Post-Medieval
Description
A possible linear shelter belt of trees located on the west side of the lane to the north-west of the lodge (Site
109).

Site Number          79 NGR SD 6880739270
Site Name Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Quarry Period Unknown
Description
A series of amorphous earthworks located in the woodland immediately north-west of the lodge building (Site
109). The overall area measures approximately 37m by 15m. There are sections of possible banking which may
be associated with a denuded continuation of another boundary further south (Site 75). b the area has been
quarried/disturbed, possibly for construction stone for the lodge building.

Site Number          80 NGR SD 6868839089
Site Name Lane, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Lane Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
The hedged lane which runs for over 500m north from the main avenue (Site 36) and skirts around the west side
of the property to the lodge house (Site 109). It is a metalled public road but was first shown as a lane on the
1733 estate map.

Site Number          81 NGR SD 6855339032
Site Name Deer Cote, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Deer Cote Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A pair of parallel rectangular single-storey deer shelter sheds located around a small central courtyard. The
structure is located in the south-east corner of the Low Deer Park at Stonyhurst. It is not depicted on the 1733
estate plan but is shown on the OS map of 1847. It is constructed of mortared stone and the outer corners of both
buildings had larger quoin stones evident. The south-west/north-east orientated structures are joined by a screen
wall on the east side. The south shed is built into the deer park wall (Site 83) and has large buttresses in the field
to the south-east and a central doorway with stone lintel. It's east gable end also has a doorway in it with modern
stone lintel. The west end of the structure has a part screen wall with modern field gate and the central courtyard
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is covered by a modern flat roof. Both roofs are slate with stone ridge tiles with ventilation apertures. Both sheds
are open-sided facing into the courtyard and these elevations have chamfered square wooden supporting posts
with above frame.

Site Number          82 NGR SD 6855739058
Site Name Sundial, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Sundial Period 20th Century?
Description
A commemorative sundial set up immediately north-east of the deer sheds (Site 81). It consists of a dial on top a
simple square stone plinth with moulded smaller flat top and flat slab base. There is a commemorative plate
concerning the golf course on the north side of the plinth.

Site Number          83 NGR SD 6859939063
Site Name Deer Park, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Deer Park Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A substantial stone wall defining the north-east and south-east sides of Low Deer Park at Stonyhurst. The park is
depicted on the 1733 estate map. This section includes the 1km of boundary south and east of the beck running
through Park Wood. The boundary is constructed of small angular drystone stones and survives in places over
1.5m high. There is a section at the south-west end, near to a gateway (Site 97) where the flat coping stones
survive, here these stones overhang on the north side thus showing that deer were kept inside the park. There is
no obvious historic entrance on this side of the park, it has possibly been destroyed by the creation of an entrance
and car park for the golf club.

Site Number          84 NGR SD 6837439086
Site Name Trackway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Trackway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A sinuous footpath running roughly east/west through the Lower Deer Park from the south-east corner of the
park to a footbridge over the beck in Park Wood (Site 95). It is first depicted on the OS map of 1847. The central
section has been denuded by the construction of the golf course. The east end is gravel paved and the west end
survives as a sunken earthwork.

Site Number          85 NGR SD 6830639142
Site Name Pond, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Pond Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
An oval scooped pond and/or watering hole located at the source of a spring in the Lower Deer Park. It measures
approximately 45m by 33m and 2m deep to the water level. It is first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          86 NGR SD 6817339163
Site Name Tree Clump, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Clump Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A walled circular tree clump located in the Lower Deer Park. It measures approximately 80m in diameter and the
wall survives up to 1.2m high with rough coping stones on top. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          87 NGR SD 6837739268
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A well-defined sinuous lynchetted field boundary located in the Lower Deer Park. It is orientated roughly north-
north-east/south-south-west and measures approximately 270m long by up to 0.6m high. There are two old trees
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sat on top of it.

Site Number          88 NGR SD 6837039382
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A possible shallow linear field boundary bank. It is orientated roughly north-east/south-west and measures over
50m long by 1m wide and only 0.2m high.

Site Number          89 NGR SD 6840339290
Site Name Narrow Ridge and Furrow, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Narrow Ridge and Furrow Period Post-Medieval
Description
An area of narrow ridge and furrow cultivation. It is orientated roughly north-north-east/south-south-west and
measures approximately 180m by 50m and the ridges are 4m wide but survive to only 0.2m high.

Site Number          90 NGR SD 6843339358
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period Post-Medieval
Description
A farm gateway located in the east side of the Low Deer Park wall (Site 83). It consists of a pair of rough
angular stone gate piers.

Site Number          91 NGR SD 6821339365
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Post-Medieval
Description
A narrow linear field boundary bank located near Lower Deer House. It is orientated roughly north-west/south-
east and measures 38m long by 2.5m wide and 0.3m high.

Site Number          92 NGR SD 6823239375
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A curvilinear lynchetted field boundary located near Lower Deer House. It is orientated roughly north/south and
measures up to 0.6m high.

Site Number          93 NGR SD 6816039329
Site Name Narrow Ridge and Furrow, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Narrow Ridge and Furrow Period Post-Medieval
Description
An area of narrow ridge and furrow cultivation located just south of Lower Deer House. It is orientated roughly
north-west/south-east and measures approximately 145m by 50m and the ridges are 4m wide by 0.3m high.

Site Number          94 NGR SD 6811439327
Site Name Field Barn, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Field Barn Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A field barn located in the Lower Deer Park. It is a three celled two-storey mortared stone structure with well-
defined quoin stones. It has a window on the first floor east gable end, a pair of doorways and a window on the
north elevation  and has a pitched slate roof. The west end of the structure is a later extension (without window
slits) and contains a full-height cobbled threshing floor. It has ground floor windows on the south and west
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elevation. The cattle stalls are still in-situ in the east ground floor room. The structure is possibly depicted on the
1733 estate plan, it is depicted but un-named on the OS map of 1847, and is 'Lower Deer House' on the OS map
of 1892. The present structure is not a deer shelter but may have replaced an earlier such structure.

Site Number          95 NGR SD 6797139085
Site Name Ford, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Ford Period Post-Medieval
Description
A fording point on the west side of Lower Deer Park and in Park Wood. This is where the footpath running
through the park exits the present property (Site 84). The site is depicted as having a footbridge on the historic
OS mapping.

Site Number          96 NGR SD 6831638979
Site Name Broad Ridge and Furrow, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 9101 Listed Building
Monument Type Broad Ridge and Furrow Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
An extensive area of both broad and narrow ridge and furrow cultivation set within a field-system (Site 106) and
located to the south of the footpath running through Lower Deer Park (Site 84). Overall the area measures over
400m by 240m.

Site Number          97 NGR SD 6817438766
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A gateway in the south side of the wall surrounding Lower Deer Park (Site 83). There are no gate piers. The wall
has been rebuilt with mortared wall ends.

Site Number          98 NGR SD 6776638791
Site Name Deer Park, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Deer Park Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A substantial stone wall defining the south-west side of Low Deer Park at Stonyhurst. Only a short collapsed
section west of the beck running through Park Wood lay within the present study area but it continues north-west
along the north side of a sunken lane (Site 101) as a large wall with overhanging coping stones at least as far
Green Gore hunting lodge. The park is depicted on the 1733 estate map. This section includes the 580m of
boundary west of the beck running through Park Wood. The boundary is constructed of small angular drystone
stones and survives in places over 1.5m high.

Site Number          99 NGR SD 6806738714
Site Name Spring, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Spring Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A simple water smoot located where a spring emerges on the south side of the deer park wall at Lower Deer Park
(Site 83). It is first depicted on the OS map of 1832.

Site Number          100 NGR SD 6825238448
Site Name Spring, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Spring Period Unknown
Description
A spring located in the field to the north of Avenue Farm. It was first depicted as a well on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          101 NGR SD 6806738623
Site Name Lane, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
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HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Lane Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
This is the lane running from Hurst Green to a T-junction near to Greengore farm. The recorded section
measures over 1km. Only the south-east section within the area of the Sand Rock quarry (Site 102) is in the
present study area and here is a well-defined quarry path. It continues north-west over a small bridge (Site 103)
and ascends uphill on the south side of the Low Deer Park wall (Site 98) as a sunken trackway. It is possible that
this sunken section may have related use of the deer park or even earthworks predating the walled boundary, but
there is very little evidence for this.

Site Number          102 NGR SD 6810138576
Site Name Sandstone Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 6221 Listed Building
Monument Type Sandstone Quarry Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A sandstone quarry is marked on the OS map of 1847 on both sides of Dean Brook and just south of Sandy
Bridge. It seems to fall into Stonyhurst Park, but is excluded from the present RPG. Earthworks are shown on the
east side of the brook on the current sheet (HER Entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013: A large sandstone quarry located within the steeply-sided Mill Wood. There are
extractive pits on both sides of the beck with the largest on the east side where several quarry buildings were
recorded on the OS map of 1847. Overall the largest quarry pit measures 175m by 100m. There is a quarry
trackway/lane running towards Hurst Green (Site 101). The area is known locally as the Sand Rock. This quarry
was probably used for building stone when Hurst Green was built.

Site Number          103 NGR SD 6806238677
Site Name Bridge, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 6222 Listed Building
Monument Type Bridge Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
Sandy Bridge over Dean Brook is marked on the OS map of 1847, but is not named on the current 1:10,000
sheet. The bridge still stands over Dean Brook, and is due to be repaired in 2000 AD, with a major crack in the
vault to be filled, eroded quoins to be repaired and one parapet rebuilt. Photographic record recommended (HER
Entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. A single arched stone bridge which has recently been repointed. The arch and base
of the bridge is constructed of large ashlar stones. The parapet is splayed on both ends, and is constructed of
smaller irregular-shaped stones and has flat coping stones with diagonal tool-mark decoration on top.

Site Number          104 NGR SD 6828938730
Site Name Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Quarry Period Post-Medieval
Description
An oval quarry scoop measuring approximately 15m long by 11m wide and up to 0.75m deep.

Site Number          105 NGR SD 6839438887
Site Name Water Trough, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Water Trough Period 19th Century
Description
A spring containing a stone water trough is located on the south boundary wall of Lower Deer Park (Site 83). It
is depicted as the start of a piped watercourse (Site 241) on the OS map of 1847. The surrounding boggy ground
is packed with disturbed slab-like stones.

Site Number          106 NGR SD 6826139066
Site Name Field System, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 9101 Listed Building
Monument Type Field System Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
Photo's show a possible earthwork, comprising old field boundaries and ridge and furrow. The area is currently a
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golf course thus adding confusion to the features and the presence of ‘Lower deer house’ suggests that the park
was formerly a deer park Cross ref with 0153 suggests that a Roman camp was sited in the area. (HER Entry)
OA North Field Visit 2013. An extensive section of relict field-system located to the south of the footpath
running through Lower Deer Park (Site 84). There are numerous field boundary banks and lynchets which are
partially masked by vegetation and the imposition of a later golf course. It contains some slight ridge and furrow
cultivation (Site 96). The boundaries were not recorded on the 1733 estate map, and excepting one boundary to
the south of Lower Deer House they were no longer extant on the OS map of 1847. There is no evidence for the
'Roman Camp' recorded in HER (PRN153) presumably some of the larger lynchets were identified as such.

Site Number          107 NGR SD 6848338905
Site Name Ridge and Furrow, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Ridge and Furrow Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
Very slight evidence for ridge and furrow cultivation is located in the open field just north of the main avenue
(Site 36). It is orientated roughly north-west/south-east and the area measures 147m by 95m.

Site Number          108 NGR SD 6856838818
Site Name Pond, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Pond Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
An oval pond located on the north side of a tree belt. It measures approximately 40m by 30m and is has been
dammed on the south side. The dam is a curvilinear stone-built structure with flat coping stones on top and a
modern concrete and plastic piped outflow. Additionally there is a concrete pen-type structure in the east end of
the pond. This may have been used for dipping sheep. The pond is first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          109 NGR SD 6883039248
Site Name Gate Lodge, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gate Lodge Period 20th Century
Description
A two-storey gate lodge building located on the north end of the property. It is constructed of ashlar stones with
mullioned windows and doorways. It has a central chimney stack and a further one on the south elevation with a
flying gardrobe decoration. It has a hipped slate roof with projecting dormer on the north end above a flat-roofed
bay window extension. The dormer has an encircled date stone of 1915.

Site Number          110 NGR SD 6883639268
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A gateway located at the northern end of the property on the end of a carriage drive (Site 74) and next to a gate
lodge (Site 109). It consists of a pair of ornamental gate piers constructed of ashlar stones, and one has a
surviving moulded pyramidal coping with stone ball on top.

Site Number          111 NGR SD 6888239224
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A linear earthen boundary bank defining the east edge of a linear field plot that contained an early routeway (Site
74). It is depicted on the 1733 estate map. The north-west/south-east orientated boundary measures
approximately 100m long by 4m wide and is up to 0.6m high in places.

Site Number          112 NGR SD 6891339316
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
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Description
A linear lynchetted boundary located in Crow Wood. The boundary may have been the original outer boundary
between the wood and what was a sunken lane to the north that was depicted on the 1733 estate map. The
lynchet is orientated roughly south-west/north-east and measures approximately 135m long by 0.5m high.

Site Number          113 NGR SD 6901039300
Site Name Reservoir, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Reservoir Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
An intact T-shaped reservoir located in the centre of Crow Wood. It measures approximately 45m long by 22m
wide. There is a stone-constructed overflow sluice channel on the north-west end and a brick walled dam with
stone slab coping stones on the south end. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1847 as a rectangular feature
but by the 25 inch mapping of 1912 it had been extended into a T-shape. The pond originally
controlled/collected water flow on the hillside north of the hall and there was evidence for a piped channel south
of it on the historic mapping (Site 240).

Site Number          114 NGR SD 6915039348
Site Name Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Quarry Period Post-Medieval
Description
A small D-shaped quarry scoop located on the north end of Crow Wood. It was first depicted on the OS map of
1847. The area is covered in dense vegetation and the site could not be identified during the present survey.

Site Number          115 NGR SD 6906939392
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A curvilinear field boundary bank that was originally the south end of a shelter belt (shown on the OS map of
1847) but has now been subsumed within Crow Wood. It measures approximately 155m long by 2m wide and
0.3m high. The tree belt was partially shown on the 1733 estate map.

Site Number          116 NGR SD 6921139331
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Post-Medieval
Description
A tree-topped linear field boundary bank defining the north-east side of Crow Wood. It is orientated roughly
south-east/north-west and measures approximately 165m long.

Site Number          117 NGR SD 6929239281
Site Name Gate Lodge, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gate Lodge Period 20th Century
Description
An  L-shaped two-storey gate lodge building located on the east end of the property. It is constructed of ashlar
stones with mullioned windows and doorways. It has chimney stacks on both west and east gable ends and a
further brick-built (kitchen?) one to the rear of the east end. It has a stepped cross gable plan with three pitched
slate roofs. The central gable contains the main door on the north elevation. The building is in the same
construction style as the other gate lodge (Site 109), and so is presumably of similar c1915 date.

Site Number          118 NGR SD 6929939271
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A gateway located at the eastern end of the property on the end of a drive (Site 245) and next to a gate lodge
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(Site 117). It consists both a vehicle and person gates (with modern gates) between three ornamental gate piers
constructed of ashlar stones with shallow conical moulded tops.

Site Number          119 NGR SD 6931439276
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A gateway located at the eastern end of the property next to a gate lodge (Site 117), and giving access to St
Mary's Hall. It consists of a pair of rectangular carved ornamental stone gate piers.

Site Number          120 NGR SD 6894439259
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A curvilinear earthen boundary bank on the southern boundary of Crow Wood (as seen on the OS map of 1847).
It has a row or screening trees that have been planted on top and an overflow water course running from the
reservoir (Site 113) runs along one side. It measures approximately 170m long by 3m wide and 0.4m high.

Site Number          121 NGR SD 6904939172
Site Name Outbuilding, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Outbuilding Period 19th Century
Description
A rectangular outbuilding located on the north side of the Hall. It is 1 1/2 storeys high with the second floor in
the eaves of the pitched slate roof. It is of simple mortared stone construction with opposing quoin stones and
simple stone lintels and window and door surrounds. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          122 NGR SD 6903939126
Site Name Outbuilding, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Outbuilding Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A rectangular two-storey outbuilding located on the north side of the Hall. It is of simple mortared stone
construction with opposing quoin stones and simple stone lintels and window sills. There is a doorway on the
east elevation that may have originally been a larger (now blocked) doorway for vehicles. It has a pitched slate
roof. The building was first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          123 NGR SD 6906739147
Site Name Outbuilding, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Outbuilding Period 19th Century
Description
A rectangular outbuilding range located on the north side of the Hall. It has a single storey structure, and a two-
storey western extension. It is all of well-built ashlar stone construction with simple chamfered stone lintels and
plain window sills. The west part of the structure has a central dormer containing a loading door and pulley
stanchion above which suggests that this was a warehouse/store. It has a pitched slate roof. The east part of the
structure has symmetrical paired doorways between larger blocked doorways which have had windows inserted.
The pitched slate roof has been extended to the rear. The eastern building was first on the OS map of 1892, and
was followed by the western extension in 1912.

Site Number          124 NGR SD 6925239158
Site Name Broad Ridge and Furrow, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Broad Ridge and Furrow Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A small area of broad ridge and furrow cultivation surviving within the woodland between St Mary's Hall and
the college. It is orientated roughly north-west/south-east and measures roughly 25m square in extent. The 1733
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estate map shows this as being a small area of field between a plantation in the W, a field boundary to the north,
and the path between hall and college (Site 229).

Site Number          125 NGR SD 6930839144
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A gateway on the east end of the pathway between St Mary's Hall and the college (Site 229). It consists of a pair
of chamfered rectangular stone gate piers with pyramidal tops.

Site Number          126 NGR SD 6928839164
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 20th Century
Description
A gateway on the track running around the west corner of St Mary's Hall. It consists of a pair of simple
rectangular concrete gate piers with rounded tops.

Site Number          127 NGR SD 6929239198
Site Name Tennis Court, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tennis Court Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The two storey rectangular tennis court building located on the north side of St Mary's Hall. It is of well-built
ashlar stone construction with a range of three full-height arched windows. It has a large screen wall on the
north-west gable end and has a pitched slate roof with a central louvered ventilation box on the roof ridge. The
structure has been extended with modern structures on both gable ends. The tennis court and building were first
depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          128 NGR SD 6923739219
Site Name Earthwork, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Earthwork Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A large curvilinear embanked feature that originally defined the west end of the tennis court. It is approximately
80m long by over 5m wide and at least 1m high. It has been truncated at the north-east end by modern walls and
is infilled on the east side by rubble from the construction of a building extension. The embankment and building
were first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          129 NGR SD 6932139199
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A curvilinear ashlar stone screen wall and gateway located on the north elevation of St Mary's College. The gate
piers are set forward from the wall on a modern railing fence. The piers are rectangular ashlar stone pillars with
square plan rounded topped capping stones.

Site Number          130 NGR SD 6930139193
Site Name Sarcophagus, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Sarcophagus Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A quarried stone sarcophagus-shaped water trough now used as an ornamental planter. It measures 2m long by
0.75m wide and tapering to 0.6m by 0.5m high.

Site Number          131 NGR SD 6935839224
Site Name Urn, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
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HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Urn Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A trio of ornamental urn planters located on the north side of St Mary's Hall.

Site Number          132 NGR SD 6938939261
Site Name Tree Belt, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Belt Period 20th Century
Description
A loose screened tree belt located on the roadside north of St Mary's Hall.

Site Number          133 NGR SD 6940239193
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Statue Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A painted statue of the Virgin Mary set within a niched surround located at the base of a flight of steps (Site 134)
on the terrace on the south side of St Mary's Hall.

Site Number          134 NGR SD 6940139197
Site Name Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Steps Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A flight of steps with railings and acorn finial decoration located on the east end of the terrace on the south side
of St Mary's Hall (Site 136).

Site Number          135 NGR SD 6939139187
Site Name Sundial, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Sundial Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A small circular sundial with elaborate carved stone pedestal located in the north-east corner of the garden at St
Mary's College. There is a rectangular carved water trough sat adjacent to it.

Site Number          136 NGR SD 6935839172
Site Name Terraced Walk, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Terraced Walk Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A raised linear terrace attached to the south side of St Mary's Hall. It has a flight of steps at the east end (Site
134) and overlooks a small garden (Site 137).

Site Number          137 NGR SD 6936839148
Site Name Sunken Garden, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Sunken Garden Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The small sub-rectangular and slightly sunken formal garden located on the south side of St Mary's Hall. It
measures approximately 115m by 52m. It is overlooked by a terrace on the north end (Site 136), it has a circuit
of gravelled pathways and contains a sundial, an ornamental well, and the site of demolished observatory (Sites
135, 140 and 227). The garden was first depicted on the OS map of 1847. The southern end of the garden is
defined by a kink in a field boundary shown on the 1733 estate map.

Site Number          138 NGR SD 6935439175
Site Name Urn, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Urn Period 19th Century to 20th Century
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Description
A pair of cast iron urn planters with octagonal stone bases located flanking the main entrance door from St
Mary's Hall onto the terrace (Site 136).

Site Number          139 NGR SD 6933739153
Site Name Lamp Post, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Lamp Post Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A pair of cast iron lamp posts located on the south edge of the terrace at St Mary's Hall (Site 136). They both
have elaborately decorated curved tops holding modern fittings.

Site Number          140 NGR SD 6934439102
Site Name Observatory, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Observatory Period 19th Century
Description
A circular mounded area (1m high) located on the south-west edge of the formal garden at St Mary's Hall (Site
137). This was the original site of a small observatory that was first on the OS map of 1892, but which was
subsequently demolished. There is a circular stone foundation course at the top of the mound measuring 2m in
diameter and flush to the ground. On top of this there two stone plinth structures of unknown function but clearly
related to its use as an observatory. The one central to the observatory foundation has iron bolts protruding from
the top.

Site Number          141 NGR SD 6953639176
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century
Description
A farm gateway located on the lane on the east side of the property (Site 246). It consists of a single surviving
gate pie. This is a tapered square sectioned stone with square plan rounded top.

Site Number          142 NGR SD 6953539228
Site Name Post Office, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Post Office Period 19th Century
Description
A two storey rectangular stone-built building located on the north-east corner of the property. It has well defined
opposing quoin stones, simple stone lintels and sills on windows and stone door surrounds. There is a datestone
of 1824 on the door lintel on the north-west elevation. The walls have been rendered and the pitched slate roof
has a pair of chimneys. The building is the old Post Office.

Site Number          143 NGR SD 6904338939
Site Name Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17585 Listed Building 1308732
Monument Type Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A small flight of steps set into the south side of the curtain wall surrounding St Peter's Church.

Site Number          144 NGR SD 6897539006
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17585 Listed Building 1308732
Monument Type Wall Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
Two sections of ashlar stone-constructed retaining wall with slightly curved coping stones flanking the gateway
set in front of the gatehouse forecourt (Site 37).

Site Number          145 NGR SD 6898539025
Site Name Terraced Lawn, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
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HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Terraced Lawn Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A pair of terraced lawns flanking the main avenue in front of the gatehouse forecourt (Site 36). Each measures
approximately 40m by 20m.

Site Number          146 NGR SD 6896039049
Site Name Rose Garden, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Rose Garden Period 19th Century
Description
A sunken rose garden located on the south side of the infirmary building. It measures approximately 20m by
10m and contains a statue in the centre (Site 147). It was first on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          147 NGR SD 6895939048
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Statue Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A stone statue of the Virgin Mary and Jesus located in the centre of a small rose garden (Site 146).

Site Number          148 NGR SD 6905138938
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17586 Listed Building 1072337
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A flight of stone steps and a large a bolection-moulded sandstone doorway located in the north-west end of the
west wall (Site 149).

Site Number          149 NGR SD 6907038883
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17586 Listed Building 1072337
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 18th Century
Description
A wall and gateway door, beginning 20 metres south-east of Church of St Peter and running 130 metres south-
east of Church Of St Peter. A brick wall with sandstone coping, c 1700. Contains, near its north-western end, a
bolection-moulded sandstone Door surround. Grade 2 (HER Entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. The wall is constructed of hand-made bricks with ridged sandstone coping on top.
This section of approximately 131m length is braced by wooden supports on the west side. It is truncated by the
access route to the main south entrance to the college on the north end and runs south to the dome observatory
(Site 171).

Site Number          150 NGR SD 6904438958
Site Name Railings, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Railings Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A set of iron railings and stone wall located on the north-east side of St Peter's Church.

Site Number          151 NGR SD 6906238956
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A gateway located at the western end of the formal gardens. It consists of a pair of ornamental gate piers each
constructed of ashlar stones with moulded pyramidal coping and stone ball on top.

Site Number          152 NGR SD 6906438945
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
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HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 19th Century
Description
A low stone wall with flat slab coping located on the north-west side of the formal gardens. It measures 103m
long and is orientated roughly north-west/south-east.

Site Number          153 NGR SD 6906838949
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 19th Century
Description
A low stone wall with chamfered coping located on the north-west side of the formal gardens. It is missing
railings on top and most of it's interspersed pillars with squared domed coping. It measures 101m long and is
orientated roughly north-west/south-east.

Site Number          154 NGR SD 6908639007
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 19th Century
Description
A low stone wall with chamfered coping located on the north-west side of the formal gardens. It is missing
railings on top and most of it's interspersed pillars with squared domed coping. It measures 119m long and is
orientated roughly south-west/north-east then turns north-west on the E end near the south main entrance to the
college.

Site Number          155 NGR SD 6912738954
Site Name Handball Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Handball Wall Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The 'Big' handball wall located in the playground on the north-west end of the formal garden. It was apparently
moved to this position in 1876. It is constructed of ashlar stone masonry with chamfered edges, and an
overhanging top with a trio of urns placed above.

Site Number          156 NGR SD 6910738987
Site Name Tree Belt, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Belt Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A double line of formal tree planting located north of the big handball wall (Site 155) in the playground area of
the formal garden. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1912.

Site Number          157 NGR SD 6908638938
Site Name Tree Belt, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Belt Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A fragmentary formal tree planting located in the playground area on the north-west edge of the formal garden. It
was first depicted on the OS map of 1912.

Site Number          158 NGR SD 6914138954
Site Name Walled Garden, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Walled Garden Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The formal gardens on the south side of Stonyhurst College. The current area measures approximately 3.93
hectares. The gardens of the south front consist of a large rectangular area of lawns and playing fields bordered
by a low stone wall punctuated by low piers (C19, listed grade II). Both the east wall and part of the south wall
retain a range of evenly spaced cast-iron baluster-like piers with railings between. The piers are copied from C17
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originals in the formal garden (see below). This area is used for sports activities and was levelled in the early
C19, removing terraces, water features and a maze. The only features which seem to survive from the pre C19
garden are two sections of walling, aligned north/south, c 30m from the building and c 50m apart. They are c 6m
in height. To the south of the south lawns there is a formal garden which is enclosed by walls. A gateway (c
1700, reset, listed grade II) is set into the C19 walls of the lawns, c 100m south of the College. It has gate piers
capped with broken pediments and is aligned with the western of the two wall sections. This leads to a path
running east/west which forms the northern edge of the formal gardens. These consist of two subdivided
rectangular areas of equal size, flanked on the east and west sides by irregularly shaped areas. On the west side
the area is triangular in shape and walled on the west and south sides. It was laid out as tennis courts in the late
C20. The 1st edition OS map surveyed 1847 shows a perimeter path and tree- or shrub-lined axial paths. Set into
the south wall is a domed observatory, and at the north-west corner there is a stone doorway, probably of early
C18 date (walls and doorway listed grade II). Steps lead up from the centre of the east side of this area to the
western of the two rectangular gardens, which consists of a raised platform with ramped sides. On the east and
west sides of the ramp allées lead directly south and terminate with pavilions (both listed grade I) of c 1700.
These are of identical design, with ogee pyramidal roofs and paired windows giving views north over the
gardens and long-distance views southwards over the Pennines. They are linked by a clairvoie which consists of
a stone wall punctuated by balusters with alternating acorn and cone finials. Some of these are of stone and some
are cast-iron replicas of the type used for the walls around the south lawns. Photographs show that they were
linked by barley-twist railings, said to have been made of wood (CL 1910). In the centre of the raised platform is
a circular lily pond (c 1700, retaining wall listed grade II), with a stone basin and central plinth. Around the pond
are a number of plinths which formerly supported statuary. Between the pond and the clairvoie is an octagonal
stone observatory (1838, listed grade II), called the Old Weather Station and used as a cafe.
The pond has quartering paths leading from it, those to the east and west with flights of stone steps (both listed
grade II, repositioned mid C19) leading down to the allées. That on the east side links with a path leading
through to the neighbouring garden. This consists of an area divided into two compartments of unequal size by a
path flanked by yew hedges which bow out at the mid-point to form a circular area. On the north side the smaller
of the two areas consists of a parterre with geometrical beds, probably of C20 date. On the south side there is a
large sunken circular lawn, called the Bowling Green. This is surrounded by clipped hedges of yew on all but the
east side, where the circle is completed by a number of yew trees. Immediately to the south of the Bowling
Green, south of the yew hedge, a path leads eastwards through the garden from the clairvoie.
To the east of this garden there is a terrace with three sets of stone steps leading down from the three axial paths
of the formal garden; these lead to an area of irregular rhombic shape with walls on the east and south sides
splaying at an angle to the axis of the gardens. On the west side there is a yew walk, called the Dark Walk, which
runs north/south along the edge of the terrace. On the east side there is a centrally positioned doorway in the
wall, aligned with the path leading from the lily pond, and on the south side there is an offset opening leading to
the kitchen gardens (Registered Park and Garden Entry).

Site Number          159 NGR SD 6916239025
Site Name Tree Belt, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Belt Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A Line of formal tree planting located north of the new handball wall (Site 160) in the playground area of the
formal garden. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1912.

Site Number          160 NGR SD 6918238994
Site Name Handball Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Handball Wall Period 19th Century
Description
The 'New' handball wall located in the playground on the north-west end of the formal garden. It was apparently
constructed in 1876 and has recently been renovated. It is constructed of ashlar stone masonry with chamfered
edges, and an overhanging top with a trio of urns placed above.

Site Number          161 NGR SD 6915239057
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 19th Century
Description
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A low stone wall with chamfered coping located on the north-west side of the formal gardens. It is missing
railings on top and most of it's interspersed pillars with squared domed coping. It measures 105m long and is
orientated roughly south-west/north-east then turns north-west on the west end near the south main entrance to
the college.

Site Number          162 NGR SD 6910739055
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Statue Period 19th Century
Description
An imposing stone statue of St Aloysius located near the south main entrance to the college. It is supported on an
elaborate squared ashlar stone plinth. It was erected in 1889 by Mrs. Butler, of Bunnahow, in memory of her son,
William Lambert Butler, who died at Stonyhurst in February 1886. The designer was Mr. Bentley, the architect
of St. John's, Beaumont (Gruggen and Keating 1901).

Site Number          163 NGR SD 6921639045
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17587 Listed Building 1072338
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 19th Century
Description
A wall on the north-east side of the playing field, returning 70 metres on south east side and including a pair of
gate piers. Listed grade II. Low sandstone ashlar wall topped by cast iron railings, C19. The railings are a copy
of those linking the two garden pavilions, with shaped fluted piers and barley sugar railings. The sandstone gate
piers are of square section with dentilled cornices and finials, the north east one retaining its ball. Grade 2 (HER
Entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. The site is as described.

Site Number          164 NGR SD 6920838987
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17587 Listed Building 1072338
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century
Description
The sandstone gate piers are of square section with dentilled cornices and finials, the north-east one retaining its
ball (HER Entry).

Site Number          165 NGR SD 6914138938
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 19th Century
Description
A low stone wall with chamfered coping located on the between the playground area and the surviving section of
formal garden. It is missing railings on top and is interspersed pillars with squared domed coping. It measures
102m long and is orientated roughly south-west/north-east.

Site Number          166 NGR SD 6914338937
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17588 Listed Building 1072339
Monument Type Gateway Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A pair of gate piers c 1700 or derived from piers of that date. Sandstone ashlar. Square section with broken
segmental pediments with urns and festoons. Grade 2 (HER Entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. There is a flight of steps on the south side leading into the surviving section of
formal garden.

Site Number          167 NGR SD 6909638904
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
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A flight of stone steps located on the north-west end of the surviving section of formal garden.

Site Number          168 NGR SD 6909938895
Site Name Lamp Post, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Lamp Post Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A pair of cast iron lamp posts located on the western edge of the surviving section of formal garden.

Site Number          169 NGR SD 6926638881
Site Name Kitchen Garden, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Kitchen Garden Period 19th Century
Description
The kitchen garden is situated c 300m south of the house, south-east of the formal garden. It is walled on the east
and south sides; the northern wall is shared with the formal gardens while the western wall, which is shown on
the 1932 OS map, has been taken down. A gardener's house is situated at the west end of the south wall. A range
of glasshouses running from east to west divides the garden into two areas. The garden is not shown on the 1847
OS map; it is probably the site of 'orchards, vineries, greenhouses..' described c 1873 by Gerard Manley Hopkins
(Martin 1991), and is shown in approximately its present form on the 1932 OS map. (Registered Park and
Garden Entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. The area consists of 0.78 hectares of walled Victorian kitchen gardens appended to
the south-east corner of the formal gardens. They contain several features of historic note which befits their use
as a simple Victorian kitchen garden, and the structures do not date to the period prior to the establishment of the
college. The northern end section of the wall (Sites 206 and 213) has a stone exterior and is brick internally
where it surrounds a gateway (Site 207). This section of wall also has a building scar on it for a demolished
structure (part of Site 260) and south-east of this the wall continues as a more recent thoroughly brick-built wall
(Site 212). Internally the garden retains structural elements of several greenhouses (Sites 208-211) and the sites
of some demolished structures (Site 260). In addition, there is a twentieth century gardener’s cottage located on
the south end of the garden (Site 214).

Site Number          170 NGR SD 6911038869
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A flight of stone steps located on the west end of the surviving section of formal garden. They have acorn finials
at the top.

Site Number          171 NGR SD 6910638827
Site Name Observatory, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Observatory Period 19th Century
Description
The dome observatory, constructed in 1866 and located on the south-west end of the formal garden. It is
constructed of ashlar stone with a central cylindrical aperture for the dome with flanking rectangular cells to west
and east. It is set into the southern wall of the formal garden and has a cellar below. 'In 1866 an important
development took place in the Observatory, which involved the construction of an underground magnetic
chamber ; this again necessitated the removal of the astronomical department to another position, for a large
equatorial had recently been purchased, and the ironwork necessary for its support could not be placed in the
neighbourhood of the magnets. Accordingly, the dome observatory was built for the reception of this and other
astronomical instruments, the original structure being devoted entirely to meteorology and magnetism' (Gruggen
and Keating 1901).

Site Number          172 NGR SD 6909938831
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 19th Century
Description
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A flight of steps located on the external north-west side of the dome observatory (Site 171).

Site Number          173 NGR SD 6913038820
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A small section of formal garden wall constructed of ashlar stone masonry with flat coping stones above. It is
located on the south side of the formal garden and is sandwiched between the westernmost pavilion (Site 179)
and the dome observatory (Site 171). It measures approximately 33m long with a kink in the middle and contains
a Listed gateway (Site 228).

Site Number          174 NGR SD 6917538840
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17590 Listed Building 1146979
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A wall located on the south side of the formal garden that links the pair of pavilions (Site 179). 'They are linked
by a clairvoie which consists of a stone wall punctuated by balusters with alternating acorn and cone finials.
Some of these are of stone and some are cast-iron replicas of the type used for the walls around the south lawns.
Photographs show that they were linked by barley-twist railings, said to have been made of wood (CL 1910).
(Registered Park and Garden Entry). The pavilions are linked by a low brick wall with stone coping, wooden
railings, and fluted stone posts with acorn and pine cone finials. (HER Entry).
OA North Field Visit 2013. The site is a brick wall with stone balusters and coping. It measures approximately
51.5m long.

Site Number          175 NGR SD 6914738883
Site Name Tree Belt, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Tree Belt Period 19th Century
Description
Formal tree planting located on both west and east sides of the surviving western parterre in the formal garden.

Site Number          176 NGR SD 6915238836
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Statue Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
An ornate incised rectangular stone plinth which is missing a statue. It is located in the south-west corner of the
westernmost surviving parterre in the formal garden.

Site Number          177 NGR SD 6918638862
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Statue Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
An ornate incised rectangular stone plinth which is missing a statue. It is located in the south-east corner of the
westernmost surviving parterre in the formal garden.

Site Number          178 NGR SD 6916138862
Site Name Observatory, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17589 Listed Building 1308739
Monument Type Observatory Period 19th Century
Description
An observatory, 1838 by Mr Tuach of Preston (Gerard, John, Stonyhurst College. Belfast, 1894, 146), with
underground magnetic chamber of 1866. Sandstone ashlar with timber and glass lantern and felted roof.
Octagonal with four projecting pedimented wings, with projecting punched quoins and central circular lantern.
Each wall of one bay. Windows have architraves with false keystones, some of which are cut through to allow
telescopes to project. The door, in the gable of the north wing, is reached by 5 external stone steps and has an
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architrave with false keystone and a bracketed cornice. The underground room extends to the south-east and
terminates with a retaining wall with parapet, 2 architraves to blank openings, and concave flanking walls. Grade
2 (HER Entry). .'In 1838 the observatory was built, in the middle of the garden, now used for meteorological
observations, containing an equatorial room above and two transit or meridian rooms below. The architect  was
Mr. Tuach, of Preston, and the instruments, by Jones, were received on September 19th.....In 1866 an important
development took place in the Observatory, which involved the construction of an underground magnetic
chamber ; this again necessitated the removal of the astronomical department to another position, for a large
equatorial had recently been purchased, and the ironwork necessary for its support could not be placed in the
neighbourhood of the magnets. Accordingly, the dome observatory was built for the reception of this and other
astronomical instruments, the original structure being devoted entirely to meteorology and magnetism' (Gruggen
and Keating 1901).

Site Number          179 NGR SD 6915238823
Site Name Pavilion, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17590 Listed Building 1146979
Monument Type Summerhouse Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A pair of garden pavilions, c.1700. Sandstone ashlar with lead roofs. Of square plan. Each has chamfered quoins,
a moulded cornice with modillions and egg and dart enrichment, and a concave-sided pyramid roof topped by
the Bayley eagle. On their front walls a door architrave is flanked by narrow architraves with false keystones, to
sashed windows with glazing bars. Above them are blank raised panels. The door architrave has a grotesque face
carved on the lintel, with an urn and festoon above. The other walls are of 2 bays each with window architraves
and with blank panels above. The pavilions are linked by a low brick wall with stone coping, wooden railings,
and fluted stone posts with acorn and pine cone finials. Grade 1 (HER Entry).

Site Number          180 NGR SD 6914038891
Site Name Lily Pond, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17591 Listed Building 1072340
Monument Type Lily Pond Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A pond, c.1700 with later alterations. It comprises a low circular retaining wall with sandstone coping and 5
statues. In the centre is a lead statue of Regulus on a stone base. On the south side is a sandstone pedestal with
moulded plinth and cornice supporting a sandstone sundial plate with incised markings and a brass gnomon. To
the west is a similar pedestal supporting a finial and ball. To the east is a similar object of slightly different
design. To the north is a polygonal sundial with numerous gnomons showing the time in various parts of the
world, also on a pedestal of square section. Grade 2 (HER Entry).

Site Number          181 NGR SD 6913938891
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17591 Listed Building 1072340
Monument Type Statue Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
In the centre of the lily pond (Site 180) is a lead statue of Regulus by Van Nost.

Site Number          182 NGR SD 6912038876
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17595 Listed Building 1072300
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
Garden steps, walls and piers 12 metres south-west of Observatory pond. Flight of 10 sandstone steps, possibly
C18, with sandstone ashlar side walls with copings and end piers, the lower ones with acorn finials. Grade 2
(HER Entry).

Site Number          183 NGR SD 6916038905
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17594 Listed Building 1362216
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
Garden steps, walls and piers, 12 metres north-east of Observatory pond. Flight of 11 sandstone steps, c.1700,
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removed from the front court in 1856. The convex sandstone ashlar side walls have copings, end piers and pine
cone finials. Grade 2 (HER Entry).

Site Number          184 NGR SD 6910438901
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17592 Listed Building 1308710
Monument Type Statue Period 18th Century
Description
Statue of St. Jerome, early C18 by van Nost. Lead, on shaped stone base of square plan with acanthus leaf
decoration. Grade 2 (HER Entry).

Site Number          185 NGR SD 6914338930
Site Name Statue, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17593 Listed Building 1072341
Monument Type Statue Period 18th Century
Description
Statue of St. Mary Magdalene, early C18, by van Nost. Lead, on shaped stone base of square plan with acanthus
leaf decoration. Grade 2
 (HER Entry).

Site Number          186 NGR SD 6918338921
Site Name Font, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17598 Listed Building 1362217
Monument Type Font Period Unknown
Description
A former Font, 450 metres north-east of Observatory pond. Former font, now used as a garden ornament, age
uncertain. Stem circular on plan, on a later square base, carved with the instruments of the Passion. Bowl oval on
plan, with decoration including scenes from the life of Christ. Grade 2 (HER Entry).

Site Number          187 NGR SD 6917838928
Site Name Sundial, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Sundial Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
An octagonal stone sundial with tapered pedestal, the metal plate is missing.

Site Number          188 NGR SD 6920038900
Site Name Parterre, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Parterre Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The turf-covered earthwork remains of the easternmost parterre in the formal garden. Most of the yew hedge is
twentieth century in date, except on the east side where the 'dark walk' (Site 200) is extant.

Site Number          189 NGR SD 6915638925
Site Name Parterre, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Parterre Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A slight linear turfed earthwork bank defining the fragmentary north-western edge of a parterre (Site 188).

Site Number          190 NGR SD 6918038899
Site Name Rockery, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Rockery Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A small curvilinear area of rockery located in the west side of an earlier parterre (Site 188).
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Site Number          191 NGR SD 6918538963
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
Flight of stone steps located on the north-east end of the surviving section of formal garden. It has a rain gutter
on one side and later edging stones on the opposite side.

Site Number          192 NGR SD 6917438841
Site Name Finial, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Finial Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
Fragments of decorative ornamental garden architecture located between the two pavilions (Site 179) on the
south end of the formal garden. The top decorated stone is probably any early finial from a gate pier.

Site Number          193 NGR SD 6920038863
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A flight of stone steps located on the south end of the surviving section of formal garden and adjacent to the
eastern pavilion (Site 179).

Site Number          194 NGR SD 6921838870
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A small section of formal garden wall of handmade brick-built constructed with flat coping stones above. It is
located on the south side of the formal garden and is sandwiched between the easternmost pavilion (Site 179)
and a blocked gateway (Site 198). It measures approximately 41m long.

Site Number          195 NGR SD 6923738890
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A flight of stone steps located on the south-east end of the surviving section of formal garden. It has a rain gutter
on one side and later edging stones on the opposite side.

Site Number          196 NGR SD 6917738852
Site Name Parterre, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Parterre Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A linear turfed earthwork bank defining the fragmentary south edge of the westernmost surviving parterre in the
formal garden. It has been truncated by the subterranean extension to the observatory (Site 178).

Site Number          197 NGR SD 6923638886
Site Name Sundial, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Sundial Period 20th Century
Description
The tapered octagonal concrete pedestal for a sundial or piece of scientific apparatus. It is located in front of a
blocked gateway on the south side of the formal garden (Site 198).

Site Number          198 NGR SD 6923838884
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
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HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A blocked gateway in the south-east side of the formal garden wall. The garden wall has been lowered and filled
with a section of frogged brick walling.

Site Number          199 NGR SD 6925138926
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A section of formal garden wall located on the south-east side of the formal garden that is sandwiched between
the easternmost pavilion (Site 179) and a blocked gateway (Site 198). It is constructed externally of ashlar stone
with interspersed buttresses, and internally the build is a combination of coarse brick or mortared stone rubble
with flat coping stones above. It kinks on the south-west end near a blocked gateway (Site 198) and runs to a
gateway on the north-east end (Site 202). It measures approximately 63m long.  The wall has fruit trees planted
along it externally, which in now in the later Victorian kitchen garden.

Site Number          200 NGR SD 6921438929
Site Name Hedge, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Hedge Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The 'dark walk' an avenue of veteran yew trees located on the east end of the eastern parterre in the formal
garden. It is likely that these trees originally formed an early yew hedge. The embanked earthworks of the
parterre and a sunken walkway survive beneath the trees.

Site Number          201 NGR SD 6924738906
Site Name Privy, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Privy Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A small unroofed stone lean-to privy located internally in the south-east corner of the formal garden wall (Site
199). It has well-defined quoin stones and has a wooden framed doorway on the north end. It was first clearly
depicted on the OS map of 1892 but may be earlier.

Site Number          202 NGR SD 6925438943
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century
Description
A gateway consisting of a simple well-defined ashlar wall ends with chamfered coping on top, that has been
inserted into the south-east corner of the formal garden wall (Site 199) to give access to the Victorian kitchen
garden (Site 169).

Site Number          203 NGR SD 6924538957
Site Name Fruit Growing Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Fruit Growing Wall Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A section of formal garden wall located on the east side of the formal garden and is sandwiched between the
kitchen garden (Site 168) and the wall skirting the Victorian extension to the playing field (Site 163). It is
constructed internally of handmade brick and externally of ashlar stone with interspersed buttresses and flat
coping above. The wall measures approximately 58m long and has been used as a fruit growing wall as there are
veteran espalier trained trees along its length. The entire wall, including the other sections (Sites 206 and 213)
may have specifically been rebuilt as a fruit growing wall.

Site Number          204 NGR SD 6923838962
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
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HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A gateway located in the south-east corner of the formal garden. It consists of simple ashlar stone-face wall ends
with two flanking inset decorative oval roundels/architectural fragments. It contains an iron gate.

Site Number          205 NGR SD 6920338936
Site Name Garden Steps, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Steps Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A flight of stone steps located on the east end of the surviving section of formal garden. It has a rain gutter on
one side and later edging stones on the opposite side.

Site Number          206 NGR SD 6926738941
Site Name Fruit Growing Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Fruit Growing Wall Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A short linear section of possible formal garden or screening wall located external to the south-east corner of the
formal garden. It has been incorporated into the later Victorian walled garden walls (Site 212). It is constructed
internally of handmade brick and externally of ashlar stone with interspersed buttresses and flat coping above.
The wall measures approximately 17.5m long and has been used as a fruit growing wall as there are veteran
espalier trained trees along its length. The entire wall, including the other sections (Sites 203 and 213) may have
specifically been rebuilt as a fruit growing wall.

Site Number          207 NGR SD 6927238938
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century
Description
A gateway located in the wall on the east side of the Victorian kitchen garden (Site 206). It consists of simple
ashlar stone wall ends and it has a modern metal gate.

Site Number          208 NGR SD 6928138931
Site Name Greenhouse, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Greenhouse Period 19th Century
Description
A ruinous long rectangular lean-to greenhouse or vinery attached to the internal side of the kitchen garden wall
(Site 213). The rendered brick foundations and most of the wooden frame survive, as does the winding system
for opening the windows.

Site Number          209 NGR SD 6928738917
Site Name Greenhouse, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Greenhouse Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A small derelict rectangular pitched roof greenhouse located in the kitchen garden. The rendered brick
foundations, the wooden frame, and most of the glazing survives.

Site Number          210 NGR SD 6927738914
Site Name Greenhouse, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Greenhouse Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A small rectangular greenhouse located in the kitchen garden. The rendered brick foundations survive but the
superstructure has been replaced by a polytunnel.
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Site Number          211 NGR SD 6927938904
Site Name Greenhouse, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Greenhouse Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
The site of several greenhouses, potting sheds and coldframes depicted on the historic OS mapping in the kitchen
garden. Most of the structures have been demolished but the brick foundations of one may have been reused.

Site Number          212 NGR SD 6931838877
Site Name Garden Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Wall Period 19th Century
Description
A surviving brick-built curtain wall defining the east and south sides of the Victorian kitchen garden. The section
has large splayed through buttresses and chamfered stone coping on top. It measures approximately 76m long.

Site Number          213 NGR SD 6929038927
Site Name Fruit Growing Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Fruit Growing Wall Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A short linear section of possible formal garden or screening wall located external to the south-east corner of the
formal garden. It has been incorporated into the later Victorian walled garden walls (Site 212). It is constructed
internally of handmade brick and externally of ashlar stone with interspersed buttresses and flat coping above.
The wall measures approximately 47m long and internally has wall scars for the north gable end of demolished
glass houses (Site 260). The entire wall, including the other sections (Sites 203 and 206) may have specifically
been rebuilt as a fruit growing wall.

Site Number          214 NGR SD 6929038846
Site Name Estate Cottage, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Estate Cottage Period 20th Century
Description
An early twentieth century gardener's cottage located on the south-east corner of the kitchen garden (Site 169). It
is a two storey rendered brick-built house. It has a steep pitched slate roof with a dormer on the south side and
there are exposed brick chimneys on both east and west gable ends.

Site Number          215 NGR SD 6852239165
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
A pair of parallel earthen boundary banks located on the eastern end of the Lower Deer Park. These are
orientated roughly south-south-west/north-north-east and were identified by LiDAR mapping.

Site Number          216 NGR SD 6901938947
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17585 Listed Building 1308732
Monument Type Wall Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
An L-shaped section of ashlar stone-constructed retaining wall with slightly curved coping stones. It flanks the
west and south sides of St Peter's Church.

Site Number          217 NGR SD 6888839057
Site Name Broad Ridge and Furrow, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Broad Ridge and Furrow Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
An area of roughly north-east/south-west orientated broad ridge and furrow cultivation located in the field to the
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north of the canal (Site 69). The earthworks measure up to 6m wide by 0.3m high. The area is defined by a
earthwork boundary on  the west side (Site 76). The field is called 'Dog Kennel Field' on the 1733 estate map.

Site Number          218 NGR SD 6834239313
Site Name Narrow Ridge and Furrow, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Narrow Ridge and Furrow Period Post-Medieval
Description
A possible area of narrow ridge and furrow cultivation. It is orientated roughly north-north-east/south-south-west
and measures approximately 86m by 53m and the ridges are 4m wide but survive to only 0.2m high.

Site Number          219 NGR SD 6829838782
Site Name Woodland, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Woodland Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A scrubby area of trees and undulating ground located on the north side of a sports field and on the south side of
the Lower Deer Park. The area measures approximately 103m by 70m and the western edge of the area was
depicted as a field boundary on the 1733 estate map. The area was woodland on all the historic editions of OS
mapping. There is a small quarry in the area (Site 104).

Site Number          220 NGR SD 6927039069
Site Name Moated Site, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Moated Site Period Medieval
Description
The cropmark remains of an infilled-ditch to a probable medieval moated manor site. The medieval-period
moated manor site is located just east of the college. This would have been a precursor to the later Shireburn
manorial hall that was presumably rebuilt in a more favourable position and on a grander scale when defence
was no longer of great concern. There is a similar-sized moated manor site where the earthworks are extant
located c2km down the Ribble Valley to the south-west of the property at Bailey Hall. The site at Stonyhurst was
partially depicted as the ‘Back Ponds’ on the 1733 estate map. Rather than being purely for fish ponds its shape
would suggest that at that period the eastern half of the moat which would have surrounded the manor house
survived. Subsequently the pond has been infilled (a small part is shown on the OS map of 1847) and the feature
now only survives as a cropmark with no earthwork remains visible. The site measures roughly 110m square and
straddles a boundary between a playing field and an area of overgrown vegetation running into woodland on the
northern edge.

Site Number          221 NGR SD 6856439347
Site Name Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Quarry Period Post-Medieval
Description
An oval quarry scoop located at the northern end of an improved pasture field. It measures approximately 45m
by 30m and is up to 1.5m deep.

Site Number          222 NGR SD 6910738299
Site Name Scoreboard, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Scoreboard Period 20th Century
Description
A small rectangular stone and brick-built scoreboard building sat on a concrete plinth and located on the
southern edge of a cricket ground (Site 16). It is of mortared small angular sandstone fabric with quoin and
window/door detail picked out in crenelated brick. It has a pitched slate roof, wooden door on the south wall
elevation, and the scoreboard takes up the entire of the north wall elevation.

Site Number          223 NGR SD 6842138469
Site Name Mausoleum, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17599 Listed Building 1072303
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Monument Type Mausoleum Period 19th Century
Description
A mausoleum, built just after 1825. It has a facade of punched sandstone ashlar has 2 Ionic columns in antis,
with pediment. Above is a gabled wooden louvre. The inner doorway has an architrave with cornice, and
'Blessed are the Dead who Die in the Lord' incised on the lintel. The door is panelled with wooden studs and a
glazed fanlight. The return walls each have one window with plain stone surround. Grade 2 (HER Entry).

Site Number          224 NGR SD 6841738484
Site Name Outbuilding, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Outbuilding Period 19th Century
Description
The site of a small rectangular structure located north of the mausoleum in the burial ground (Site 223). It was
first depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          225 NGR SD 6828038594
Site Name Pond, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Pond Period Unknown
Description
The site of a now demolished/infilled pond or building that is depicted on the OS map of 1847. It was located in
the gap in the south-west end of the tree belt that skirts the north end of the main avenue (Site 64).

Site Number          226 NGR SD 6888638971
Site Name Sluice, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Sluice Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
An outflow sluice point on the south side of the northern canal (Site 69). It has an ashlar stone surround.

Site Number          227 NGR SD 6933639132
Site Name Well, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Well Period 19th Century
Description
An ornamental stone well located on the north-west end of the garden at St Mary's Hall (Site 137). It consists of
a dwarf walled structure with flat overhanging coping stones above and is skirted on the east side by a small
stone-kerbed rockery. The site has recently been repointed and has a statue of Jesus on top of one end. It was
first depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          228 NGR SD 6913638819
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17597 Listed Building 1072301
Monument Type Gateway Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A pair of sandstone ashlar gate piers, C18. Of square section with moulded cornices, finials and balls. It is Grade
2 listed (HER Entry).

Site Number          229 NGR SD 6924139137
Site Name Trackway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Trackway Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
The east/west orientated pathway that now links Stonyhurst College with St Mary's Hall. It measures
approximately 130m long and was already depicted as a route running through the garden on the north side of
the 'Back Ponds' on the 1733 estate map.

Site Number          230 NGR SD 6901238920
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
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HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
The pair of conjoined buildings, now demolished, that were depicted at this location on the 1733 estate map.

Site Number          231 NGR SD 6890639100
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period Medieval to Post-Medieval
Description
The site of a single building, now demolished, that was depicted at this location on the 1733 estate map.

Site Number          232 NGR SD 6825238363
Site Name Millrace, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Millrace Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The site of a linear headrace channel running roughly south-east through Mill Wood for approximately 230m
towards the old bobbin mill in Hurst Green. It was first depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          233 NGR SD 6832338625
Site Name Well, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Well Period Post-Medieval
Description
The site of a well or spring depicted at this location on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          234 NGR SD 6870038670
Site Name Quarry, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Quarry Period Unknown
Description
An area of undulating and possibly quarried ground sandwiched between a playing field (Site 45) and Fox Fall
Wood. Alternatively the site may be a small fragment of the drove road that originally lead up onto Hurst Green
common (Site 50).

Site Number          235 NGR SD 6868638695
Site Name Boundary Bank, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Boundary Bank Period Post-Medieval
Description
A short linear section of earthen boundary bank located on the south side of the southern avenue tree belt (Site
44). It is orientated roughly south-west/north-east and measures up to 30m long by 3m wide and 0.3m high.

Site Number          236 NGR SD 6889139187
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The site of an elaborate formal garden gateway depicted in this location on the 1733 estate map. The gate would
have originally accessed through the garden wall via a pathway to a double set of steps (Sites 170 and 182), in
turn leading up to the south-west side of the lily pond (Site 180).

Site Number          237 NGR SD 6916239018
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The site of a formal garden gateway depicted in this location on the 1733 estate map. The gate would have
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originally exited the formal garden into the area of the 'Back Ponds'. This is now where the Victorian extension
to the east side of the garden to make the playground is located.

Site Number          238 NGR SD 6912539007
Site Name Parterre, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Parterre Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The site of the formal garden parterres and the north-east end of the original garden wall that are depicted on the
1733 estate map. It is uncertain if any sub-surface archaeological remains survive due to landscaping/clearance
when the garden was extended and levelled to make the playground.

Site Number          239 NGR SD 6912038865
Site Name Parterre, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Parterre Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
The south-west end section of the parterre of the formal garden. It consists of a large earthwork scarp running
west down into the triangular section of garden containing the dome observatory (Site 171). The boundary has a
hedge on top and to the north the alignment continues as a walled boundary (Site 152).

Site Number          240 NGR SD 6900139209
Site Name Culvert, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Culvert Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The route of a piped water course located south of a dammed reservoir (Site 113). It is depicted on the OS map
of 1847.

Site Number          241 NGR SD 6861338824
Site Name Culvert, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Culvert Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The route of a piped water course located between a dammed pond (Site 108) and an inflow pipe into the
northern canal (Site 69). It is depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          242 NGR SD 6889139187
Site Name Enclosure, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Enclosure Period 19th Century
Description
The site of a small rectangular structure or enclosure that was depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          243 NGR SD 6894039079
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period 19th Century
Description
The site of a single building, now demolished, that was depicted at this location on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          244 NGR SD 6846638785
Site Name Playing Field, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Playing Field Period 19th Century
Description
A small extant playing field located to the north of the main avenue. It is first depicted on the OS map of 1892.
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Site Number          245 NGR SD 6907939227
Site Name Drive, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Drive Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The curvilinear drive skirting the north side of Stonyhurst College. It is orientated roughly west/east and
measures roughly 475m long. There is a gateway and lodge on the eastern end (Sites 117 and 118). It was first
depicted on the OS map of 1847.

Site Number          246 NGR SD 6935738925
Site Name Trackway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Trackway Period Post-Medieval
Description
The farm track orientated roughly north-east/south-west and running for 560m on the eastern edge of the area
between the old post office and Hall Barns.

Site Number          247 NGR SD 6923239034
Site Name Trackway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Trackway Period 19th Century
Description
The small trackway skirting the eastern side of the formal gardens and playground extension on the east side of
Stonyhurst College. It is orientated roughly south-east/north-west and measures approximately 300m long. The
northern end may overly part of the moat for the putative medieval moated manor site (Site 220). It is first
depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          248 NGR SD 6898938809
Site Name Millrace, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Millrace Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
Two partially extant ditched watercourses converging on the south side of the corn mill (Site 265). They
probably represent a mill race and bypass channel in the water management system between the corn mill and
the southern canal (Site 31).

Site Number          249 NGR SD 6864138921
Site Name Playing Field, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Playing Field Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A small extant playing field located to the north of the main avenue. It is first depicted on the OS map of 1912.
The pitch is terraced and cut into the shallow hillslope.

Site Number          250 NGR SD 6893738832
Site Name Millrace, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Millrace Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
The bypass channel running from the southern canal (Site 31) and past the corn mill (Site 265) was straightened
by the time of the OS map of 1912.

Site Number          251 NGR SD 6901339122
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period 19th Century
Description
Site of a small rectangular building that was depicted on the OS map of 1892.
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Site Number          252 NGR SD 6934039234
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
The site of a small rectangular building that was depicted on the OS map of 1912.

Site Number          253 NGR SD 6939039241
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period 19th Century
Description
The site of a small rectangular building or yard, that was depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          254 NGR SD 6944839210
Site Name Greenhouse, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Greenhouse Period 19th Century
Description
The site of a long rectangular greenhouse, that was depicted on the OS map of 1892.

Site Number          255 NGR SD 6905639074
Site Name Coal Bunker, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Coal Bunker Period 18th Century
Description
The sub-rectangular walled coal harbour located inside a courtyard within Stonyhurst College. It is allegedly
dated to 1702.

Site Number          256 NGR SD 6908238264
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
The sites of two lean-to buildings depicted on the historic OS mapping and located on the north side of a wall at
Fair Field.

Site Number          257 NGR SD 6903338881
Site Name Spoil Heap, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Spoil Heap Period 20th Century
Description
An amorphous area of dumped debris located on the north side of the enclosure at the corn mill (Site 265). It is
first depicted on the OS map of 1932.

Site Number          258 NGR SD 6900538894
Site Name Well, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Well Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
The site of a well depicted on the south side of the corn mill (Site 265) on the OS map of 1892.
Site Number          259 NGR SD 6907138871
Site Name Garden Terrace, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Terrace Period 17th Century to 18th Century
Description
A turf-covered embankment located on the west side of the formal gardens and external to the garden wall (Site
149). This may be a formal terraced bank. It is orientated roughly north-north-west/south-south-east and
measures over 110m long by 1m high.
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Site Number          260 NGR SD 6930138906
Site Name Greenhouse, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Greenhouse Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
The site of a large rectangular series of glass houses depicted in the kitchen garden on the historic OS mapping.
The footprint of the building has been reused for a modern building but the gable end wall scar survives in the
kitchen garden wall
 to the north (Site 213).

Site Number          261 NGR SD 6899038956
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 19th Century
Description
An entrance gateway into the corn mill on the north end of the walled plot. It consists of simple wall ends with a
modern metal gate.

Site Number          262 NGR SD 6898838960
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A small gateway with modern gate set in a gap between walls flanking the southern canal (Site 32) and the corn
mill (Site 41). There is a well-defined ashlar wall end on one wall (Site 32).

Site Number          263 NGR SD 6898538940
Site Name Estate Cottages, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Estate Cottage Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A range of cottages located to the north of the corn mill (Site 265) and with gardens behind (Site 267). The
building range was probably depicted on a c1810 plan as being a carpenter's shop. It is all constructed of
mortared stone rubble and there are ashlar quoins evident. Straight joints within the main fabric show that the
range has been extended to the south at some point. The southern end gable has a quoin stone with a datestone of
1810 on it. There are simple stone lintels and sills to windows and a pitched slate roof with dormer windows and
four chimneys along the range.

Site Number          264 NGR SD 6901238938
Site Name Gateway, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Gateway Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A gateway and flight of steps located on the north side of the mill cottage gardens (Site 267). The gateway has
ashlar surrounds and the steps have a stone wall with chamfered coping running down  the south side.

Site Number          265 NGR SD 6895938907
Site Name Corn Mill, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number 17601 Listed Building 1072304
Monument Type Corn Mill Period 19th Century
Description
A mill and store, of 1840 date with later C19 additions. It has sandstone rubble with rock-faced sandstone
dressings and a slate roof. It has three storeys. The main block is of three parallel pitched roofs running from
north-west to south east. Adjoining to the south-west is a later block with 2 pitched roofs in parallel, but not
extending as far to the south-east. Lower additions to the south-west. The building thus presents 5 gables, with
copings, to the north-west. Under the 2 left-hand ones are wide tall doorways with  segmental arches having
projecting keystones. Above each are 3 small window openings with plain stone surrounds, the 2nd gable also
having a loading door. The part of the building under the 3rd gable appears at the rear to be original, but is
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straight jointed on the front wall. It has a 3-storey loading door, now partly blocked, and 2 windows with plain
stone surrounds and glazing bars. The 2 later gabled sections at the right have windows with plain stone
surrounds and glazing bars, and a door on the ground and 1st floor. The rear of the original portion has small
openings with plain stone surrounds on each floor. The south-east wall has a central loading door on each floor,
the ground floor one not having a plain stone surround and being roughly broken through. Grade 2. {1}It is not
obvious from the description above or from the early mapping if this is a water-powered mill or not, but it seems
more probable that it is than not. Neither mill ponds nor leats are obviously marked or annotated on either the
1847 or 1894 mapping (HER Entry).

Site Number          266 NGR SD 6893538914
Site Name Building, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Building Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A series of four now demolished buildings associated with the corn mill (Site 265) and depicted on the early OS
mapping. Foundations and wall scars are still evident for those that originally were constructed against the south
side of the northern retaining wall (Site 41). The building range located on the south side of the retaining wall for
the mill pond canal (Site 31), was probably depicted on a c1810 plan as being a threshing mill with attached
bone mill.

Site Number          267 NGR SD 6899738926
Site Name Garden, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Garden Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
Walled gardens located at the rear of the mill workers cottages at the corn mill (Site 263). There are overgrown
edged pathways, several mill stones and lots of architectural fragments around the gardens. There are outhouses
on the north end adjacent to a gate wand flight of steps (Site 264).

Site Number          268 NGR SD 6898538952
Site Name Cobbled Road, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Cobbled Road Period 19th Century to 20th Century
Description
A small area of cobbles located at the northern end of the enclosure surrounding the corn mill.

Site Number          269 NGR SD 6893338900
Site Name Wall, Stonyhurst College, Hurst Green
HER Number Listed Building
Monument Type Wall Period 18th Century to 19th Century
Description
A small section of stone wall with flat coping above containing a simple gateway. It is located at the corn mill
(Site 265) and was originally the wall defining the south-west side of the corn mill plot depicted on the OS map
of 1847 before the mill was extended. The gate piers are simple rectilinear quarried sandstone posts with a
modern farm gate.
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Figure 5: Detail of Significance Archaeological Sites around Stonyhurst College and St Mary's Hall
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